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Abstract 

Background: Fierce international competition drives companies to reconsider how to approach 

the global market. Strategies, such as offshoring and outsourcing are commonly implemented to 

realize cost reduction and better profit performance. However, an increasing number of studies 

indicate that a growing trend of industrial production moving from previous offshore outsourcing 

sites back to their home/neighboring countries (i.e. from low-cost to high-cost regions), which the 

phenomenon is also called manufacturing reshoring. The drivers behind of it are diverse. 

Simultaneously, most of the existing researches investigate the reshoring phenomenon from the 

perspective of either reshoring initiators’ (western company) or their home country, while few 

study has been carried on by standing on the host countries’ point of view.      

 

Purpose: The purpose of this thesis is to investigate and verify the current existing reshoring 

drivers, which were suggested based on western manufacturers’ perspective, from Chinese supplier 

companies’ view. Firstly, the reshoring drivers of the framework will be carefully explored in the 

cases. Secondly, based on the empirical findings, the similarities and differences comparing with 

the literature will be presented, and the implications of research findings will be given.    

 

Method: This research is conducted through qualitative case studies of six companies under the 

deductive methodology. The framework of reshoring drivers is based on comprehensive literature 

review. The empirical data is collected through semi-structured interviews and secondary data. To 

have a thorough understanding of our findings, the individual case analyses are the foundation of 

the final cross-case analysis.    

 

Conclusion: Thirty-three reshoring drivers are investigated and verified from a host country’s 

perspective. These factors are identified through reviewing 17 peer-reviewed articles and 

categorized into five dimensions: “Buyer”, “Supplier”, “Home country”, “Host country”, and 

“Global competitive dynamics” aiming for better understanding the current phenomenon of 

revoking offshore outsourcing. The research acquires the valuable findings regarding reshoring 

through interviewing six Chinese companies. Moreover, the similarities and differences of our 

empirical findings comparing academic research are analyzed. The implication of this study can 

contribute to the academic field to have a different point of view for understanding manufacturing 

reshoring.  
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1. Introduction 

The purpose of this introductory chapter is to introduce readers to the reshoring phenomenon. First of all, the overall 

background of manufacturing reshoring will be presented including benefits of offshoring, disadvantages of offshoring, 

and reshoring phenomenon. Hereafter, the part of problem discussion will be given; moreover, based on the debate, 

our research questions will be formulated; in the end, followed by the delimitation of our research. 

1.1 Background 

Fierce international competition drivers many companies to reconsider how to approach global 

market (Arlbjørn, & Lüthje, 2012). The original manufacturing strategy that the products are made 

in their home countries has transferred to produce abroad for further processing, packaging, 

assembly, storage and sale (Ferdows, 2009). The motivations behind this global strategy contain 

cost reduction, financial consideration as well as achieving profit improvement (Jiang, Frazier & 

Prater, 2006). To realize this network-based production design, two clear globalization strategies 

are widespread used – outsourcing and offshoring (Arlbjørn & Lüthje, 2012). Outsourcing 

indicates that a company utilizes external independent suppliers to fulfill pieces of its value chain, 

the suppliers can be from domestic or from other countries. Offshoring denotes a company to 

relocate its activities to a foreign location by either its subsidiaries or assign to foreign suppliers 

(Contractor, Kumar, Kundu, & Pedersen, 2010).   

 

The manufacturing movement known as offshoring has been a trend among many firms and 

industrial sectors during the past decades (Moradlou & Backhouse, 2016). This tendency initially 

started around the 1990s (Feenstra, 1998; Blinder, 2006; Ha ̈tönen & Eriksson, 2009) when western 

industries began to shift their production to low-cost regions – Eastern Europe and Asia 

(AlHashim, 1980). Offshoring is conceptualized as sourcing of activities outside the firm’s home 

countries to serve the home country or global operational requirement (Massini, Perm-

Ajchariyawong & Lewin, 2010). The main advantages of implementing an offshoring strategy for 

firms is reducing cost, accessing foreign markets, resource availability, cultural proximity, the 

presence of local network and both operational and strategic performance in the global context 

(Moradlou & Backhouse, 2016; Caniato, Elia, Luzzini, Piscitello & Ronchi, 2015).  

 

However, some of the recent researches show that there are also many potential disadvantages for 

offshoring activities. Even if offshoring strategy seems to offer the company with substantial 

economic benefits, it also leads to potential challenges since it increases the complexity of the 

supply chain as well as coordination issues (Asmussen, Larsen & Pedersen, 2016). This assertion 

echoes with the findings of Ashby’s (2016) article, that extensive offshoring manufacturing has 

resulted in less integrated global supply chain for UK clothing industry, which has led to the 

pressing challenging issue of the absence of sustainability in the supply chain. Moreover, Lampel 

and Bhalla (2008) point out that firms deciding to buy or relocate their activities in a foreign country 

always facing risks such as cultural distance issue, legal and political environments as well as local 

market competition.     
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Latest evidence indicates that western companies have started to reverse previous outsourcing and 

offshoring strategies. According to Reshoring Initiative (2017)’s recent report, more than 350.000 

manufacturing jobs have been brought back to the U.S. between 2007 and 2016. Furthermore, the 

UK government reported the trend which one in six companies have reshored at least partial 

production lines back home from the year of 2011 (Gov.UK, 2014). The pilot project of European 

Commission – The Future of Manufacturing in Europe also points out that 118 European-based 

companies have chosen to reshore their abroad production (Eurofound Organization, 2016).  

1.2 Problem Statement 

In the past two decades, China has become the world’s second largest destination for foreign direct 

investment (FDI) and has been one of the most admired low-cost countries for outsourcing (Lewin 

& Peeters, 2006). This phenomenon has been proved by 2014 statistics of National Bureau of 

Statistics of China which shows processing trade in China accounted for 32.8% of total export and 

import trade value which amounted to US$1.41tn (Wang, 2017). The data denotes that 

international outsourcing plays an important role as the stimulator in China’s economy (Wang, 

2017). On the other hand, Gish, Buelow and Timberlake (2013) point out a clear decreasing trend 

of FDI between 2009 and 2011 in China which echoed the same period findings of the reversion 

of offshoring. Abbasi (2016) shows that 78 percent manufacturing jobs in China will be affected 

by US's reshoring initiative which points out the impact the movement of manufacturing has on 

the host country.  

 

To date, many existing theoretical contributions were studied from either Western firms’ or their 

home countries’ perspectives (Kinkel & Maloca, 2009; Martínez-Mora & Merino, 2014; Arlbjørn 

& Mikkelsen, 2014; Bailey & De Propris, 2014); limited research has been conducted to understand 

this phenomenon from host country’s point of view. Reviewing the current research, one of most 

common method to explore this trend is by examining drivers and motivators of reshoring. 

Realizing the significant role of China in the global economy, investigating these reshoring factors 

which were studied on western companies’ angle from Chinese manufacturers’ perspective will 

contribute academic field to better understand reshoring by standing on a different point of view.  

1.3 Purpose and research questions 

There is an increasing number of studies focusing on the current reshoring phenomenon, however, 

most of them stand on the point of view of foreign firms, i.e. what are motives and drivers which 

lead the international manufacturing leaving China. Few contributions have tried to understand 

this phenomenon from Chinese companies' perspective, typically, the western companies' Chinese 

suppliers. Therefore, the significance of this thesis is to investigate and close the existing research 

gap in respect of studying current reshoring trend solely from foreign manufacturing's view. The 

research purpose of this thesis is to explore how do the Chinese firms consider the current 

reshoring trend of foreign companies and to investigate to what extent the empirical findings in 

this study is in line with pre-existing academic research. Our research questions are following:   

 

1.How do the Chinese suppliers view the reshoring drivers which are concluded from western scholars' studies?  
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2. What are the similarities and differences of the empirical results comparing to the findings in the literature, and 

what are the implications of these findings? 

1.4 Delimitation      

Due to time constraints, words’ number limitations, and broad scope of this research topic, the 

delimitations are following: First of all, our research typically focuses on the reshoring 

phenomenon from China’s perspective, for the significance of this focusing stated in 1.2 and 1.3. 

Furthermore, we narrow down our research scope which typically focusing on reshoring of the 

previous offshore outsourcing manufacturing, namely, how do the Chinese supplier companies 

view the current motivations of reshoring. Therefore, the situation that foreign corporations 

reshore own factories is not included.   
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2. Frame of reference 

In this chapter, the theoretical framework of reshoring factors will be established. First of all, the relevant terms and 

conceptions in this field will be introduced and discussed. Furthermore, based on analyzing existing theoretical 

contributions, a new reshoring definition will be proposed. Moreover, based on extensive literature review, 17 articles 

will be analyzed for extracting the significant reshoring drivers/motivators. In the end, a model for clustering reshoring 

factors will be proposed for guiding our empirical findings.  

2.1 Relevant terms for understanding 

Gray, Skowronski, Esenduran, and Rungtusanatham (2013) indicate that reshoring is a reverse 

economic activity after the offshoring; namely, reshoring is always bounded closely with offshoring. 

In other words, all the reshoring decisions are dependent on the offshoring activities’ starting time, 

primary motives, location decisions, and also all related participants. Therefore, in order to have 

an in-depth understanding of the current phenomenon of reverse offshoring, it is important to 

clarify the meaning of two terms which are easily mixed up: outsourcing and offshoring.  

2.1.1 Outsourcing 

Outsourcing can be defined as the company moves parts of business activities under some 

contractual arrangement to an unrelated party. The outsourcing activities could happen both in 

domestic and foreign markets (Grossman & Rossi-Hansberg, 2008). This strategy is aiming for 

improving its competitive advantage through free up cash, personnel, time, and facilities for 

activities and focusing on developing its strength (Business Dictionary, 2017a). 

2.1.2 Offshoring 

Offshoring can be defined as the company moves various operations in a country different to from 

where a firm’s headquarters are located. The reasons for a company decide to offshore business 

activities can be lower labor costs or more favorable economic condition in another country 

(Grossman & Rossi-Hansberg, 2008; Business Dictionary, 2017b).  

2.2 Definitions regarding reverse offshoring 

In this section, we will clarify these umbrella terms through identifying commons and differences. 

Wiesmann, Snoei, Hilletofth and Eriksson (2017) systematically reviewed existing peer-reviewed 

academic articles concerning reversal offshoring phenomenon and summarized different related 

terms that are used which due to different research context, level, and perspective, containing 

reshoring, backshoring, onshoring and back-reshoring.  

2.2.1 Terminologies of reverse offshoring  

Wiesmann et al. (2017) point out that reshoring is mostly used term in current existing literature for 

describing to relocate previous offshored manufacturing, however, the destination for relocation 

still exists differences among the research. This may due to these studies conducted in different 

research, and typical research context might limit the results. In the following section, the 

synonymous terms in this field will be examined in relation to research level and common focus 

(the definitions of the terms see Appendix 1).   
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Reshoring 

Ellram (2013) points out that reshoring is moving production back to its parent company’s country. 

This idea is consistent with Arik (2013) who mentions that reshoring can be seen as reversal 

activities of offshoring, which specifically emphasizes to relocate business operations from 

emerging markets to its home country (U.S.). Similar, Bailey and De Propris (2014) point out 

reshoring can be used to define multi-national corporations bring parts of its value chains back to 

the home country (UK). Martinez-Mora and Merino (2014) describe the business activity – “bring 

back operation to country of origin” as insourcing, inshoring, reshoring or backshoring. By 

comparison, Tate, Ellram, Schoenherr and Petersen (2014) suggest reshoring is manufacturing 

relocation, however, the destination is defined as more attractive offshoring locations instead of 

only home country. Moreover, Gylling, Heikkilä, Jussila and Saarinen (2015) narrow down the 

definition of reshoring as not only bringing back offshored business activities to its home country 

but carrying out these activities in-house. 

Table 1 Differences among the definitions of reshoring 

Reference Level Focus 

Ellram (2013) Global supply chain Move production back to parent company’s country 

Arik (2013) The United 

States/Manufacturing 

Relocate business activities from emerging market to 

the US 

Bailey & De Propris 

(2014) 

The United 

Kingdom/Automotive  

Bring value chains back to home country 

Martinez-Mora & Merino 

(2014) 

Spain/Footwear Bring back to country of origin can be described as 

insourcing, inshoring, reshoring and backshoring 

Tate et al. (2014) The United 

States/Manufacturing 

Reshoring destination can be home country or more 

attractive offshoring location 

Gylling et al. (2015) Northern European/ 

Bicycle 

Bring back previous offshored activities to be carried 

our in-house 

      

Backshoring 

Comparing to the existing definitions of reshoring, the definitions of backshoring remain more 

inconsistent elements among different scholars. Kinkel and Maloca (2009) define backshoring as 

“re-concentration of parts of production from own foreign location as well as from foreign 

suppliers to the domestic production site of the company”. By comparison, Canham and Hamilton 

(2013) define that backshoring is “converse of offshoring” and the relocated destination is “home 

country”. Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen (2014) suggest offshoring is “moving parts of the whole company to 

a foreign location while maintaining the ownership”. Based on this premise, “moving production in the 

opposite direction of offshoring and outsourcing can be considered as backshoring or insourcing”. 

The authors emphasize that the relocated manufacturing is not mandatory to return where it 

formerly offshored, but it could be moving to a facility which is owned by the company in another 

country. 

Table 2 Differences among the definitions of backshoring 

Reference Level Focus 

Kinkel & Maloca (2009) Germany/Manufacturing From own foreign location or foreign 

location to company’s domestic site 
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Canham & Hamilton (2013) New Zealand/ Manufacturing Converse of offshoring; return to home 

country  

Arlbjørn & Mikkelsen (2014) Denmark/Manufacturing Maintaining the ownership of both 

offshoring as well as the opposite direction 

of offshoring business activities 

In summary, it is worth to realize that both Kinkel and Maloca (2009) as well as Arlbjørn and 

Mikkelsen (2014) mentioned the ownership is in existence during the relocation process, while the 

major difference is backshoring site. The former believes the reshored manufacturing should be 

located in home country while the latter consider it can be other countries as long as the company 

owns the facility.     

    

Onshoring 

Comparing previous two umbrella terms, onshoring is less likely to be mentioned in academic papers. 

Kazmer (2014) defines onshoring as returning “part or all of their foreign production to domestic 

facilities” which the meaning is similar to previous conceptions of reshoring and backshoring.  

 

Back-reshoring 

Fratocchi, Di Mauro, Barbieri, Nassimbeni and Zanoni (2014) define back-reshoring as “A voluntary 

corporate strategy regarding the home-country’s partial or total relocation of (in-sourced or 

outsourced) production to serve the local, regional or global demands, making the phenomenon a 

strategic option for manufacturing in regards their international relocation activities”. The term is 

used to describe relocation of firms’ production or supply back to home country.  

In summary, there are several important aspects can be identified through these definitions. First 

of all, all the related definitions show the process closely connect to location decisions. In this 

review, eight out of eleven scholars define this movement is from host country towards the home 

country. Secondly, the movement of production location is linked to previous offshoring decision. 

Furthermore, even these definitions share some same features, while among of them still remain 

differences. This situation may due to this topic is still young in the academic field, and researchers 

made definitions which are limited by their research scope.  

2.2.2 Reshoring options model 

The reshoring options model from Gray et al. (2013) clearly conceptualize reshoring as a location 

decision and they categorize reshoring as four types of reverse offshoring activities. The framework 

is based on three main assertions including: (1) Reshoring is a location decision; (2) Offshoring is 

precondition of reshoring i.e. reshoring can only happen after offshoring or offshore outsourcing; 

(3) Both offshoring/reshoring decisions were/are flawed. Two dimensions are comprised of 

“location decision–from offshore to onshore” as well as “business activities provider–to outsource 

or to perform in-house”.  
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Figure 1 Reshoring options model  

 

Source: Adapted from Gray et al. (2013) 

 

The model describes four manifestations of reshoring activities: (1) “In-House Reshoring” to move 

previous offshored activities which are performed in a company owned facility abroad and will be 

moved back to the home country; (2) “Reshoring for Insourcing” to move previous outsourced 

activities in host country back to its own facilities in home country; (3) “Reshoring for outsourcing” 

to move previous offshored activities which are performed in its own facilities back to home 

country for outsourcing; (4) “outsourced reshoring” to move previous outsourced activities in host 

country back to home country which are outsourced to other suppliers. 

 

Based on understanding of this model, the previous terms – backshoring, onshoring, and back-

reshoring can be re-classified as reshoring, the explanations are following:  

 

• “Backshoring” from Kinkel and Maloca (2009) identify the two types of offshored operations i.e. offshoring 

(in-house) and offshoring (outsourcing), which can be identified as In-House Reshoring, Reshoring for Insourcing, Reshoring 

for Outsourcing, Outsourced Reshoring 

• “Backshoring” from Canham and Hamilton (2013) can be assorted as In-House Reshoring, Reshoring for 

Insourcing, Reshoring for Outsourcing, Outsourced Reshoring 

• “Backshoring” from Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen (2014) emphasize the ownership of the offshored/reshored 

business activities, therefore, it can be assorted as In-House Reshoring or Reshoring for Insourcing 

• “Onshoring” from Kazamer (2014) can be assorted as In-House Reshoring, Reshoring for Insourcing, Reshoring for 

Outsourcing, Outsourced Reshoring 

• “Back-reshoring” from Fratocchi et al. (2014) can be assorted as In-House Reshoring, Reshoring for Insourcing, 

Reshoring for Outsourcing, Outsourced Reshoring 

 

In conclusion, a significant number of theoretical contributions together with the conceptual 

framework making the umbrella term Reshoring is more systematic and inclusive for describing 

reverse offshoring. Therefore, we select Reshoring as the term in the thesis for describing this 

phenomenon. Based on understanding of the academic contributions, we get the following insights: 

(1) reshoring is a location decision and it is related to business strategic objectives; (2) the ownership 

of manufacturing facilities at offshoring countries/reshoring countries does make difference for 

supply chain strategic decision making; (3) existing definitions of the umbrella terms overlook the 
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primary aim of this business activities, which from the thesis’ perspective is pursuing the improvement 

of business strategic performance which is based on limited knowledge and experience for evaluation.  

2.3 Drivers and motivations for reshoring    

2.3.1 Literature of motives for reshoring 

To investigate how do the Chinese suppliers view foreign manufacturing companies reshoring 

from China, therefore, in this section, the thesis will explore existing literature regarding drivers 

and motives for reshoring. We use keywords (reshoring, backshoring, onshoring, back-reshoring, 

drivers, motives, motivations) for selecting articles. Eighteen articles are identified which typically 

examine reasons for reshoring. Due to this research field is still young and related academic findings 

exist many limitations, therefore, it is very imperative to understand the research content of the 

proposed research findings before extracting reshoring factors in the literature (See Appendix 2). 

 

Among the literature, fifteen out of eighteen studies are based on empirical findings while other 

three papers are purely theoretical consisting of two systematic literature reviews (Stentoft, Olhager, 

Heikkilä, & Thoms, 2016; Wiesmann et al., 2017). Concerning research level, U.S. receives most 

attention together with three articles, which two of them typically focus on the textile and appeal 

industry. This is followed by Denmark and Germany, which both of them own two representatives 

respectively in the literature list. Furthermore, there is one research focusing on the drivers of UK 

automotive industry reshoring as well as one research investigates motivations of French 

companies reshoring from China.   

 

It is worth to mention that among the existing research regarding the reshoring phenomenon, most 

of them stand on reshoring companies' perspective (even two papers typically mention China as 

the host country which is facing manufacturing losing), while few study investigates this trend from 

the host country’s point of view, notably lacking empirical research. Therefore, the research 

deviation may exist which could further influence the interpretation and representation of research 

data without considering the voice of both sides (Tummons and Duckworth, 2013). Based on this 

understanding, to test the scholars' findings from Chinese manufacturing perspective can be seen 

as an important and necessary research gap. The following section will identify the drivers/motives 

of reshoring from the academic papers.  

2.3.2 Theoretical perspectives for understanding reshoring 

Even though reshoring phenomenon is still a young topic in the academic field, it has stimulated 

scholars to pay more attention to it (Wiesmann et al., 2017). Among the different existing theories, 

the most frequently used approaches are resource-based view (RBV) and transaction cost 

economics (TCE) (Wiesmann et al., 2017).     

 

The RBV is one of the most influential and cited theories in the academic field of management 

(Kraaijenbrink, Spender & Groen, 2010). The main idea of RBV is that a firm’s sustained 

competitive advantage comes from its unique internal resources, which are valuable, rare, imperfect 

imitable as well as non-substitutable (Barney, 1991). This theory helps the firm to identify which 

are the core competitiveness and which are not. Therefore, companies should put their investment 
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on the core competencies and outsource other non-critical activities to achieve better performance 

(Wiesmann et al., 2017; Gilley & Rasheed, 2000). From this perspective, correctly identifying 

sustainable competitive advantage and core competencies are crucial for the organization. On the 

other hand, mistakenly outsourcing will lead the firm losing opportunities for developing core 

competitiveness and eventually result in reshoring business activities. 

 

By comparison, the primary consideration of TCE is regarding “specifying the conditions under 

which an organization should manage an economic internally within its boundaries (hierarchies) 

and the conditions suitable for controlling an economic exchange externally (markets)” 

(Williamson, 1973). Authorities participate for performing the related processes inside the firm (in-

house production), while markets involve bargaining relationship among customers and suppliers 

(Gerbl, McIvor & Humphreys, 2016). TCE is widely described as “make-or-buy decisions” 

(Wiesmann et al., 2017). The mechanism of this theory is that corporations should carefully 

consider the level of investment for transactions including costs of monitoring, controlling, and 

managing the contract with vendors, as an important indicator to determine whether an economic 

exchange to be managed within the organization (Gerbl, McIvor & Humphreys, 2016; McIvor, 

2013). Based on this theory, a firm can make calculated-based decision to outsource business 

activities, as mentioned by Ellram (2013), firms tend to move from high-cost to low-cost business 

environment. However, the potential issues such as cultural differences as well as inadequate 

intellectual protection at foreign outsourcing have acted as impediments for low-cost countries to 

attract foreign companies further (McIvor, 2013). 

2.3.3 Framework for understanding reversal of offshore outsourcing 

Based on the literature review, the five-dimension model of Wiesmann et al., (2017) is selected as 

the foundation for creating our framework. The drivers regarding both home country and host country 

are crucial for this research topic. Furthermore, since our research typically focus on reshoring of 

the overseas outsourcing, both the buyer and the supplier play a very significant role in this research 

scope, therefore we split the firm level category as the two aspects. Moreover, we include global 

competitive dynamics as the most external aspect for influencing manufacturing reshoring.       

 

Buyer (reshoring initiator) 

Based on the previous theoretical analysis, it is clearer that how does a firm consider for making 

outsourcing decisions. In our research scope, we agree with the assertion of Kirst (2008) that the 

buyer (foreign company) is the driving power in the process for switching suppliers. It is in line 

with the cases in real life that buyers are the main actor of the supplier-switching process. From 

this perspective, understanding internal motivations of a buyer for the reversal of offshore 

outsourcing play a significant role in understanding the drivers of reshoring. Based on 

comprehensive statistic survey, Uluskan, Godfrey and Joines (2016) point out that the internal 

dynamics and characteristics of the buyer company which affects the customers to switch suppliers. 

This research concludes that the buyer company’s nature (cost-focus) and its internal dynamics 

(competitive strategy) impact on the supplier-switching decision. Buyer companies may implement 

reshoring strategy due to the costs rising in the offshore outsourcing site or/and pursuing new 

competitive strategies. The cost dimensions consisting of large range factors including unit price, 

labor costs, energy costs, raw material costs etc. in the host country may lead to buyer reshoring. 
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Similarly, focusing on new competitive strategies such as made-in XX value, green sustainability, 

speed to market as well as niche (the four significant factors in the research) can also contribute to 

changing suppliers.      

 

Supplier    

Even though cost-related factors have been considered as most critical reasons for decision-making, 

the quality performance of suppliers is becoming increasing more significant for buyer companies 

(Uluskan, Joines & Godfrey, 2016). This proposition has been proved by the survey Engineering 

Employers Federation UK (EEF) who found out the many reshoring decisions made by UK 

companies are driven by quality issues of foreign suppliers (Hopley, 2014). Again, by means of a 

comprehensive data collection, Uluskan, Joines et al. (2016) propose the quality-based performance 

dimensions for determining outsourcing decision. The research implements quantitative analysis 

to get insights of quality performance of suppliers (comparing domestic suppliers and global 

suppliers) in respect to reshoring business activities. Six main categories of quality factors of 

suppliers (supply chain quality, product quality, product quality-based factors, management quality, 

workforce quality, and manufacturing quality) are suggested and tested through empirical data. The 

research findings point out that international suppliers perform worse in all quality related factors 

which sheds light on that the ideology of quality pursuing plays a significant role in regards to 

reshoring phenomenon. 

 

Home country & host country 

In addition to characteristics and internal dynamic of buyer company as well as the quality 

performance of supplier, the further aspects need to be considered for analyzing drivers of 

reshoring are the home-country and host-country dimensions (Wiesmann et al., 2017). Since both 

buyer’s and supplier’s business activities cannot independently operate without considering its 

external environment (national level), therefore both home country and host country will 

unquestionably affect decisions-making process of reshoring on a broader aspect (Wiesmann et al., 

2017).  

 

Global competitive dynamics 

A further external element which positively influences reshoring decisions is derived from global 

level (Wiesmann et al., 2017). Economic globalization has contributed to the well-connected world 

that countries are no longer to exist independently. Both home and host countries are influenced 

by the effect of global shifts. The factors of global level are normally unpredictable, difficult to 

impact on the micro level and bring to constantly changing (Wiesmann et al., 2017). Wiesmann et 

al. (2017) identify the following global-level drivers in regards to driving reshoring phenomenon: 

changes in the global economy (world economy cycling); political risks (positively influence trade 

flows); eroding competitive advantages (the significance of previous important factors for 

manufacturing decision are decreasing); instability in exchange rates (the gained benefits at focal 

location will suffer huge loss after exchange rates changing); carbon footprint requirement among 

supply chain; and increased competition on resource assets (leading to manufacturing sites 

changing). 
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Based on the previous discussion, we proposed the following framework for categorizing the 

reshoring drivers (See Figure 2):  

Figure 2 Proposed framework for clustering reshoring drivers 

  

2.3.4 Drivers and motives in the literature 

According to this proposed framework, we analyze the content of selected literature and extract 

the drivers in the following five categories: the buyer company who previously outsources business 

activities in host country and currently reshores their business activities, two sub-dimensions are 

cost and competitiveness-related drivers; the supplier company who provide business activities, the 

focal sub-dimension is quality-related performance which is perceived by buyer; the external 

national-level factors (home country and host country) which can influence reshoring decisions 

and exist externally of business organizations; furthermore, the outward global environment does 

play a vital role on the international level which significantly impacts on reshoring trend. Beyond 

the drivers, we summarize the motivation description according to the related literature to identify 

how do the international companies understand the typical motive for reshoring, which can be 

used for further comparison with the understanding of the suppliers in the host country side (See 

Table 3).     

Buyer company (reshoring 

initiator) 

 

• Drivers regarding cost-focus 

• Competitiveness related drivers  

Supplier company 

 

• Drivers regarding quality 

performance 

 

Home country 

➢ Specific factors of home country 

(Pull forces for reshoring) 

 

Host country 

➢ Specific factors of host country 

(Push forces for reshoring) 

 

Global competitive dynamics 
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Table 3 Drivers of reshoring assorted in different categories 

Category Drivers Motivation description Hits Reference 

Buyer company     

Drivers regarding cost-

focus  

 

Labor costs 

 

labor cost increases rapidly in recent decade in low-cost 

countries, it can be rising in the host country or decreasing in 

the home country. 

 

8 Fel & Griette (2017); Kinkel (2014); Stentoft et al. 

(2016); Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016); Zhai, Sun 

& Zhang (2016); Fratocchi et al. (2016); Fratocchi 

et al. (2014); Foerstl, Kirchoff & Bals (2016) 

Transport logistics costs 

(include rising fuel price) 

 

Increasing transport and logistics costs is an important factor 

to make decision for reshoring.  

 

7 Fratocchi et al. (2016); Fratocchi et al. (2014); 

Kinkel (2014); Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016); 

Stentoft et al. (2016); Bailey & De Propris (2014); 

Foerstl et al. (2016) 

Coordination costs 

 

Long physical and ’mental’ distances and possible 

opportunistic behavior of supplier lead to very costly for 

negotiating which offsets the benefits of offshore outsourcing. 

5 Kinkel & Maloca (2009); Kinkel (2014); Stentoft 

et al. (2016); Foerstl, et al. (2016); Wiesmann et 

al. (2017) 

 

Over-estimation of costs 

saving 

 

Current decision techniques and models exist flawed which 

contribute to underestimated total cost. 

3 Stentoft et al. (2016); Wiesmann et al. (2017); 

Foerstl et al. (2016) 

Disruption costs Complex products characters, unpredictable demand, as well 

as urgent deadline lead to high risk of supply chain disruption. 

2 Sardar & Lee (2015); Wiesmann et al. (2017) 

 

Energy costs 

 

The price of energy is increasing in the offshoring country 

which eroding cost advantage. 

2 Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016); Stentoft et al. 

(2016) 
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Inventory holding costs Offshoring strategy increases the amount of inventory which 

lead to the customer facing overmuch holding costs. 

2 Sarder, Lee & Memon (2016); Fratocchi et al. 

(2016) 

Price of single unit The price of single unit offered by suppliers increases rapidly 

at the offshoring site which leads to reshoring.  

1 Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016) 

Raw material costs and 

availability 

The raw material costs increase and/or availability of raw 

material decreases. 

1 Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016) 

Drivers regarding 

competitive strategy 

Pursuing "made in XX 

(home country)" value 

The value of “made in XX” plays a critical role for 

organizational competition. The buyer company pursues for 

this value to strengthen their brand imagine.  

3 Stentoft et al. (2016); Fratocchi et al. (2016) 

Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016) 

Green and sustainability The buyer company start to focusing on its environmental 

performance as well as sustainability which cannot achieve 

through offshore outsourcing. 

1 Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016) 

Niche The buyer company changes their previous strategy and starts 

to focus on typical segment of the market for a particular kind 

of product or service. 

1 Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016) 

Speed to market The buyer company want to be agile and can rapidly response 

to focal market which is impeded by offshore outsourcing 

strategy.  

1 Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016) 

Upmarket product 

strategy 

The buyer company changes their previous product strategy 

and starts to focus on high-end market by providing premium 

products which cannot realize through applying offshore 

outsourcing strategy. 

1 Fel & Griette (2017) 

Supplier company     

Drivers regarding 

quality issues provided 

by supplier 

 

Product quality 

 

The quality of product cannot satisfy customer’s demand 

(including: quality assurance; the features and characteristics 

of saleable good do not meet customers’ requirement, which 

including high rejection rate, end-users' returns, warranty 

15 Arlbjørn & Mikkelsen (2014); Stentoft et al. 

(2016); Uluskan, Joines et al. (2016); Fratocchi et 

al. (2014); Zhai et al. (2016); Kinkel & Maloca 

(2009); Wiesmann et al. (2017); Kinkel (2014); 
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costs and incoming inspection cost; better quality at home 

country; reduced quality of final products) 

Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016); Stentoft et al. 

(2016); Bailey & De Propris (2014); Fratocchi et 

al. (2016); Foerstl et al. (2016) 

The quality of supplier's 

supply chain 

performance 

 

The supplier cannot satisfy customer regarding following 

supply chain criteria which have significant influences on 

customer’s business activity: 

• Fill rate 

• Delivery time 

• On-time delivery rate 

• % of perfect orders and delivery performance 

• Accurate and precise information sharing  

• Fast response to requests reduce the customer's 

capability to handle uncertainty demand 

• lead time 

• supply chain resilience 

• rising of complexity of supply chain 

9 

 

Arlbjørn & Mikkelsen (2014); Uluskan, Joines et 

al. (2016); Stentoft et al. (2016); Sarder, Lee & 

Memon (2014); Wiesmann et al. (2017); Bailey & 

De Propris (2014); Fratocchi et al. (2016); Fel & 

Griette (2017); Foerstl et al. (2016) 

 

Workforce quality Lower labor quality of supplier company (measured by 

training level, skills, and experience, productivity) in offshored 

country lead customer’s reshoring. 

5 Stentoft et al. (2016); Uluskan, Joines et al. (2016); 

Kinkel & Maloca (2009)；Wiesmann et al. (2017); 

Kinkel (2014) 

Process quality 

 

The supplier is inadequate with the ability of design and 

modifying products as well as the standard of working climate 

of security. 

2 Uluskan, Joines et al. (2016); Arlbjørn & 

Mikkelsen (2014) 

The quality of supplier’s 

infrastructure 

Infrastructure at offshored site cannot efficiently support 

business activities. 

1 Kinkel & Maloca (2009) 

The quality of supplier’s 

management  

The general management performance cannot meet 

customers’ expectations (measured by the overall 

management of supplier, communication and cooperation 

1 Uluskan, Joines et al. (2016) 
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ability, documentation and self-inspection (audit), quality 

management systems and practices). 

Home country     

Specific factors of home 

country  

 

Automated production New technology-oriented enablers, e.g. robots and 

automation production promote productivity and cost-saving 

in home country. 

4 

 

Arlbjørn & Mikkelsen (2014); Fratocchi et al. 

(2016); Wiesmann et al. (2017) 

Government incentives Home country’s incentives may lead manufacturing moving 

back e.g. policies and initiatives for tax reduction and subsidies 

which will encourage reshoring trend. 

3 Zhai et al. (2016); Wiesmann et al. (2017); 

Stentoft et al. (2016) 

Access to qualified 

personnel 

Home country is more capable of providing high-level, well-

trained works which can be seen as a motivator for reshoring. 

3 Kinkel & Maloca (2009); Kinkel (2014); 

Wiesmann et al. (2017) 

Host country     

Specific factors of host 

country  

 

Legal and regulatory 

framework 

Imperfect regulation framework at host country leads to 

reshoring of customer, e.g. one of the most prominent issues 

is weak protection of intellectual property rights (IPR) 

3 

 

Zhai et al. (2016); Wiesmann et al. (2017); 

Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016) 

 

Trust issues 

 

Lacking trust and commitment among staff or suppliers 

results in customer’s reshoring 

1 Kinkel & Maloca (2009); Wiesmann et al. (2017) 

 

High employee turnover 

 

High employee turnover at offshore site makes customers 

concern sustainable business environment which leads to 

customer’s reshoring. 

1 Wiesmann et al. (2017)  

Trade policies 

 

The shift of trade policies at host countries reduce the benefits 

at offshoring sites. 

1 Fratocchi et al (2014) 

 

Global      

Global competitive 

dynamics 

Eroding comparative 

advantages 

The regional advantages for outsourcing are decreasing over 

time. 

6 Arlbjørn & Mikkelsen (2014); Bailey & De 

Propris (2014); Fratocchi et al. (2014); Kinkel & 

Maloca (2009); Kinkel (2014); Wiesmann et al. 

(2017) 
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Exchange rate shift 

 

The shift of exchange rates significantly impact on foreign 

companies’ benefits. 

4 Bailey & De Propris (2014); Fratocchi et al. 

(2016); Fel & Griette (2017); Uluskan, Godfrey et 

al. (2016) 

Changes in the global 

economy 

The current economic cycle impact on global business 

environment. 

3 Arlbjørn & Mikkelsen (2014); Fratocchi et al. 

(2014); Wiesmann et al. (2017) 

Political risks 

 

International political issues can severely and unexpectedly 

influence trade flows which leading to the changes of business 

activities.   

2 Wiesmann et al. (2017); Uluskan, Godfrey et al. 

(2016) 

Increased competition 

on resource assets 

increasing presence of firms in low-cost focal country 

aggravate competition for the same, limited resources which 

leading to the reshoring trend.  

2 Kinkel & Maloca (2009); Wiesmann et al. (2017) 

Global environmental 

requirement 

The leading countries initiated the higher requirement for 

carbon footprint which forces companies moving back to 

home country realizing higher environmental standard.  

1 Zhai et al. (2016) 
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3 Methodology  

The methodology part provides the sufficient information for readers about the precise structure and process during 

the thesis conducting. Descriptions of procedures, samples and used methods are revealed in this chapter. Moreover, 

it addresses the quality of the paper, which is of great importance for this research.  

3.1 Research paradigm, philosophy and approach 

In our paper, against positivism, interpretivism is adopted. There are two reasons of it. Firstly, to 

investigate the drivers regarding foreign companies reshoring from China, people are tightly 

involved in the reshoring activity along with the social context, no matter during the business 

activities or the research stages. In addition to that, one main feature of interpretivist paradigm is 

human beings involving. Secondly, compared to positivism, interpretivist paradigm aims to gain 

interpretive understanding from exploring the complexity of society. Thus, the interpretivist 

paradigm is the most suitable way to navigate our research. Under the interpretivist paradigm, the 

qualitative method allows the researchers to collect detail-rich data. Additionally, the nuance of the 

data is acceptable in qualitative method. Considering the purpose of the paper is to investigate the 

similarities and difference upon reshoring drives between Chinese suppliers and western scholars, 

instead of the quantitative method, qualitative is selected (Collis & Hussey, 2014). Hereafter, the 

research purpose, process, and logic will be displayed respectively.  

 

There are four categories of research purpose including exploratory, descriptive, analytical and 

predictive. According to Collis and Hussey (2014), descriptive research is to get information or 

identify factors of a real phenomenon. This fits the first stage of our research, where we conclude 

the primary drivers of reshoring from home countries’ views. At the same instance, seeing the issue 

from the eyes of Chinese companies by empirical data collecting is looking more likely to be an 

exploratory research. Since exploratory analysis is used under the condition that few or no earlier 

studies could be referred to answer the research topic (Collis & Hussey, 2014). And there were rare 

resources in reshoring drives survey from Chinese suppliers’ side. Consequently, our research 

purpose could be described as descriptive and exploratory synchronically.   

 

Aligning with the nature and interpretivist paradigm of the paper, against to the quantitative, 

qualitative data collecting and analyzing is applied. Based on the view of Blumberg, Cooper and 

Schindler (2011), the qualitative research as a less structured approach is used to generate 

unexpected information by leaving more room for researchers. It right fits the green and young 

nature of this reshoring research field, that we can generate more unexpected data. Simultaneously, 

the qualitative method enables the analyzers to gain a deeper knowledge in reshoring drivers 

through both primary data and secondary data collecting. 

 

About the logic of the thesis, deductive is primarily implemented in the research. To begin with, a 

broad review of the existing literature on the topic was completed, and the research questions were 

generated based on it. After that, a literature review is implied for investigating the answers to the 

research questions. The drives derived from the literature supported the authors to organize a 

theory framework which guided the stage of empirical data collection. The framework was 
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indispensable for the interview guide design and the drivers derived from the literature were tested 

through the empirical stage. At the same time, it played a major role in providing sufficient 

reference during the primary data analyzing stage and as well throughout the whole paper 

conduction. Our thesis is to explore the reshoring drivers from specific Chinese suppliers’ side by 

comparing to the existing theories; thus, it is a typical general-to-specific method (Collis & Hussey, 

2014). 

3.2 Research process 

Along the time and the logic of the research, five steps consist of the paper, which includes pre-

study, literature review, interview, analysis, and conclusion (see Figure 3). Moreover, the details of 

the research conduction within each step would be showed in the following context.  

 

Figure 3 An overview of research process 

 

3.3 Pre-study  

During the pre-study stage, a general knowledge of the reshoring status quo is given, and the entire 

study direction is navigated. Interested by an ongoing university project on the topic of reshoring, 

we had a conversation with our direct professor, who has been working in the supply chain and 

logistics field for years. Combining his role as one of the leading professors moving the project, 

his advice encouraged us to view the reshoring issue not limited to the angle from home countries, 

but also from the host country side. Concurrently, a glance of the peer-reviewed articles facilitated 

us to know the trend of the industry. Additionally, after the talk with a contact person who had 

been working in a Swedish leading manufacturing company for five years, we reaffirmed the 

determination in studying the topic.  

3.4 Literature Review 

Before starting the literature review, the article searching rule is assigned to promise the research 

quality. The research is based on the peer-reviewed journal articles written in English solely within 

the business administration/management field. The database is selected by the materials size, scope, 

and influence of the peers. Therefore, we used Scopus and Business Science Direct. With the 

combination of few keywords below (see Table 4), finally, 17 papers were filtered after a double-

check from the research partner to ensure the quality. As the reshoring drivers’ topic was relatively 

at an infant stage, so no geographical factor was considered during the literature review. Though 

prestudy
literature 
review 

interviews data analysis conclusion
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the amount was relatively small, the consideration of citation times, publish year were kept in mind 

for assuring the future study quality.  

Table 4 Search strings used for key words search 

reshoring OR backshoring OR onshoring OR back-reshoring 

reshoring AND drivers 

backshoring AND drivers 

onshoring AND drivers 

back-reshoring AND drivers 

reshoring AND motives 

backshoring AND motives 

onshoring AND motives 

back-reshoring AND motives 

According to the review process from Easterby-Smith, Thorpe, and Jackson (2013), several steps 

should be followed to promise a fine quality literature review (Figure 4). This is exclusively critical 

for our framework establishment. Step by step, after a general and fast reading, we set 17 core 

articles, which have a higher relevance with the drives of reshoring. By recording and organizing 

relevant ones, we then almost finish the literature review writing preparation stage. Nevertheless, 

as the study development, we refer to the literature review part and modify the content as well.  

 

Figure 4 The review process 

 
 

looking into the repetitiveness of the main drivers throughout the assorted articles, we are 

confident to abstract, code, emerge and finally build up a theoretical framework for guiding the 

interviews as well as the following research.  

3.5 Interviews 

Following the literature review process, the qualitative method is conducted by using the semi-

structured interviews. During the companies filtering stage, the authors faced the difficulties in 

collecting sufficient samples. Though some companies’ information about reshoring was found on 

the European reshoring website, while under the condition of reshoring activities particularly 

within Swedish and Chinese companies were not listed. Since the reshoring information is closely 
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related to company’s competitive strategy, few of them were willing to share their experience in 

this field. Thus, we faced the difficulty in filling in the Swedish case companies. 

 

As mentioned above, after interviewing two Swedish companies, we narrowed the direction on 

interviewing the Chinese suppliers. To start with, an information collecting from a trading 

conference organization was initiated. Since no positive feedbacks from those contacted firms, we 

ended up a six sample companies list without constraints on company size or industry. This also 

demonstrated the diversity of the sample.  

3.5.1 Research strategy 

Following the interpretivist paradigm, purposive sampling is applied during the research stage 

(Collis & Hussey, 2014). Furthermore, we apply the “multi-case study” method, which could 

provide more general and objective conclusions in comparison with “single case study”. 

Considering the research purpose, we scope the samples sharing the common characteristic that 

suppliers physically located in China and concerning about the customers’ reshoring. Aligning with 

it, we also consider the confidential level of this reshoring strategy and the rare public source on it. 

Hence, the purposive sampling under the category of non-probability is selected (Easterby-Smith 

et al., 2013).   

 

According to Ritchie, Lewis, Elam, Tennant, and Rahim (2003), the sample size is extremely related 

to the thesis nature rather than purely pursuing a large number of samples. Simultaneously, Patton 

(2002) points out that under the qualitative inquiry, sample size just seems to be comparatively 

small. While except for the sample amount, more attentions should be paid to the richness of the 

selected cases and the observational or analytical feasibility of the paper, in consideration of validity, 

meaningfulness and generated insights (Patton, 2002). As a result, integrating various scholars’ 

voices with the reshoring field professor’s experience, the sample size between six and twelve is 

valid in the context.  

 

At the phase of sample establishing, the following conditions are expressed. Firstly, the candidates 

are physically located in China, regardless of the ownership. Secondly, both the manufacturing and 

trading industry are the primary fields that the sample enterprises are working on. Thirdly, they 

have directly experience or observations in the case of customer’s manufacturing, orders or projects 

relocated from China back home or to any other countries with no strains on time. Fourthly, the 

customers with relocation strategy are owned by foreign organizations outside of China. Here, the 

size of the Chinese sample firms is not considered for enlarging the sample variety. Though during 

the empirical interviews, we see the trend of relocation within Chinese territory and the level of 

economies development are uneven among various cities, at this stage, no divisions among the 

provinces are considered.   

3.5.2 Data collection 

Data collecting preparation  

For collecting valid information in a more efficient manner, we checked the official website of 

China Import and Export Fair (The fair held since 1957 with the highest level and largest scale in 

China) and filtered thirty potential companies. After sending out the interview request emails, the 
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attempting calls were made and for some companies even twice. Apart from the former way, we 

later focused on the personal contacts. 

 

Since the researchers should not stick too tightly to the framework or totally without framework, 

therefore, the semi-structured individual interview with interview guide (see Appendix 3) is chosen 

for capturing a deeper knowledge from every single interview (Easterby-Smith et al., 2013). 

Furthermore, the semi-structured interview form with interview question list could make the 

interviewers competent, and interviewees could share the content more freely (Cohen & Crabtree, 

2006). The guide is designed with open-ended questions, and followed up with probes and 

additional questions raised from particular answers during the interview.  

 

Data collecting process 

From the first method, around 70% companies refused the request directly, and the rest of them 

were not able to accept the interview out of unknown reasons. The only company who agreed to 

the interview could not be reached out at last. Thus, we failed to get any sufficient empirical data 

via this channel. We ended up with a sample of six companies but seven interviews from our 

personal contacts, with detail information in Table 5. 

Table 5 Interviews details 

# Company  Industry Interviewee position  Interview type  Length 

1 

Shenzhen Tronicsky 

Electronic Company 

Electronic 

Industry General manager Voice call 67 min 

2 KingClean Company 

Appliance 

industry Regional manager Voice call 50 min 

3 
Sinoseal Industrial 

Products Co., Ltd Sealing Industry 
Founder and executor Voice call 44 min 

4 Manager Voice call 56 min 

5 ZNH Bike Bicycle industry General manager Video call 63 min 

6 

Anonymous trading 

company Toy industry Trading Coordinator Voice call 80 min 

7 

Anonymous chemical 

company 

Chemical 

industry Manager Voice call 112 min 

We stick tightly to gain profound and detailed information during the data collecting period, so the 

managers are the targeting interviewee. They have a holistic view of the company operating and a 

strategic view for perceiving the reshoring phenomenon.  

 

Due to the physical distance difficulties of reaching interviewees, video and phone interviews are 

adopted. The remote interviewing method offers more flexibility for the respondents, which is an 

asset particularly for our manager level interviewees (Easterby-Smith et al., 2013). Some may argue 

that remote interviewing may lack nonverbal communication or immediate contextualization 
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compared to the face-to-face method (Easterby-Smith et al., 2013). To minimize this risk, the video 

conversation was given priority over the phone interview as a suggestion for the potential 

interviewees. A tape recording of the interview was made after getting the consent from the 

interviewee which could benefit the information accuracy (Patton, 2002). Furthermore, all 

interviews are hold in Chinese, considering mother tongue could help to identify the most detailed 

and complete information.  

 

Directly after each interview, the transcription was completed within the same day. Additionally, 

to make sure the information accuracy, the authors might refer to the recordings more than once. 

From Easterby-Smith et al. (2013), we insist the importance of immediate data transcription and 

fielding the data systematically in an appropriate format. To achieve high quality and ample 

information, we contacted some interviewees afterward to reassure their thoughts. 

3.5.3 Data analysis 

In aligning with empirical findings, some secondary data from the company’s website or published 

news was reviewed for the analysis phase. Furthermore, after measuring seven most common data 

analysis approaches, content analysis is used in the paper. This method allows the researchers to 

interrogate the collected data for the presence, relationships, and meanings of the theories 

retrieving from existing literature, from the research questions or the data themselves (Hsieh & 

Shannon, 2005; Flick, 2009). After each case’s content analyses, a cross-case analysis was followed 

up. Since the logic of using the cross-case analyses upon a similar phenomenon could stable the 

overall research (Yin, 2003). 

3.6 Research quality  

According to Eisner (1991), an excellent qualitative study contributes to helping the audience 

understand a situation, if not so, it would be enigmatic or confusing. Patton (2002) states that there 

are two elements that any qualitative researcher should pay attention to, during the phases of 

designing the study, analyzing the results and evaluating the quality of the research: validity and 

reliability. And to prove the inquiry is a high quality one, Healy and Perry (2000) point out that 

each paradigm should be evaluated by its own paradigm's terms. Accordingly, in our qualitative 

research, we examine the validity and reliability from four aspects: credibility, confirmability, 

dependability and transferability (Lincoln & Guba, 1985). The framework from Krefting (1991) 

provides us with some practical test strategies for examining the four aspects (Table 6).  

Table 6 Summary of strategies with which to establish trustworthiness 

Strategy  Criteria  

Credibility  Prolonged and varied field experience 

Time sampling 

Reflexivity (field journal) 

Triangulation 

Member checking 

Peer examination  

Interview technique 

Establishing authority of researcher  

Structural coherence 
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Referential adequacy 

Confirmability  Confirmability audit 

Triangulation  

Reflexivity  

Dependability  Dependability audit 

Dense description of research methods  

Stepwise replication 

Triangulation  

Peer examination 

Code-recode procedure 

Transferability  Nominated sample 

Comparison of sample to demographic data  

Time sample 

Dense description 

Source: Adapted from Krefting (1991) 

3.6.1 Reliability  

Credibility 

From Patton (2002), the credibility of a qualitative inquiry is tested through three distinct but 

related parts, namely, rigorous methods, the credibility of the researchers and philosophical belief 

in the value of qualitative research. Firstly, from the pre-study to the last conclusion section, the 

research of each period is carefully selected and well-structured based on the context. Secondly, 

the authors hold the pure scientific study attitude, state warts and all through the study and behave 

the ethical rules strictly. Thirdly, we truly believe the value of the qualitative inquiry, and it is also 

one factor motivating us to choose the qualitative method. In addition to the three points above, 

during the six months’ study, we improved the credibility of the paper from the discussions with 

professors and criticism from peers consistently. 

 

Confirmability 

At this confirmability phase, a major technique-audit strategy is applied throughout the study 

period from different individuals, particularly intensive at our thesis defense phase. The audit 

strategy facilitates an external researcher to understand why and how decisions are made through 

the paper illustration (Krefting,1991). Additionally, the triangulation strategy using multi-case study 

helped the data resources variety and further, gained the confirmability for this thesis. Theoretical 

triangulation is one more contribution to the triangulation strategy. During our literature review 

period, the framework generated from a serious of scholars holding distinct opinions. 

 

Dependability 

From Collis and Hussey (2014), dependability exams the accuracy and precision of the 

measurements and the absence of difference if the research were repeated. By using the 

triangulation, we can enhance the dependability of the paper (Krefting,1991). Therefore, instead of 

using the simple case, we obtained quality data from the multi-case study. Moreover, a passim peer 

examination from the research plan to its implementation is helpful in our paper’s dependability 

consolidation. 
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Transferability 

According to Krefting (1991), it is the authors’ obligations to provide solid background information 

about the case companies and the research context and setting, which enables the audience measure 

the transferability of our findings. And throughout the paper, we are adequate to provide all 

mentioned factors in a dense level. This demonstrates that we use the “dense description” for 

improving the paper’s transferability. 

3.6.2 Validity 

Easterby-Smith et al., (2013) suggest that validity is the accuracy of the measures, and research 

findings represent the things they are expected to be describing. According to the framework from 

Riege (2003), validity and reliability are tested altogether by four different aspects: credibility, 

confirmability, dependability and transferability, which have been explained explicitly above. For 

the literature review section, as a foundation for conducting the research logically, we follow the 

designed literature review structure. And with the help of the constant peer examination strategy, 

the validity of literature review part is solid. 

3.7 Ethics  

The authors strictly obey the ethical rules throughout the whole project. First of all, the research is 

not interest-related, so the authors are standing on an academic angle to investigate the reshoring 

phenomenon. Secondly, starting from the first contact through the mail, the interview candidates 

have been informed the consent and interview guide by an interview request letter (Appendix 3). 

During the interview level, we initially state the confidential responsibilities and agreed on the 

confidential rules from the organization. Thirdly, the authors balance and adopt the research 

methods carefully to minimize the bias during the analyses. Fourthly, all along, we adhere to the 

principles of data access only to research related individuals and all data with backup would be 

archived throughout the thesis conduction (Easterby-Smith et al., 2013).   
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4. Empirical findings 

In this chapter, the findings of six cases are presented. Among them, two interviews participated as anonymous 

identity. For all cases, the firm’s background, offshoring cooperation experience, a reflection of reshoring trend, and 

considerations of reshoring drivers were described respectively. The framework of reshoring drivers was given to the 

interviewees thoroughly beforehand. Thus, the comments were based on each of the reshoring factors. We answered the 

first research question in this chapter.    

4.1 Findings Shenzhen Tronicsky Electronic Company 

4.1.1 Background 

Shenzhen Tronicsky Electronic Company is a supplier of mobile phones and tablet. Its main 

business includes tablet and mobile phone integration services and providing supply chain 

solutions. The company accepts both ODM (original design manufacturer) orders and OEM 

(original equipment manufacturer) orders. The business pattern is following: after receiving orders, 

the design company will provide the main board design according to clients’ requirement. 

Tronicsky will firstly provide a prototype to the customer for testing before mass production. 

When the customer agrees with the original design, Tronicsky will purchase main boards and chips 

from domestic and overseas suppliers respectively. Hereafter, Tronicsky is responsible for 

organizing chip mounting, components assembling, and until products delivering. 

4.1.2 Experience as an offshore outsourcing supplier  

The manager felt confident in their overall performance. The foreign customers selected Tronicsky 

as their supplier based on the following advantages: cost, speed of product realization as well as 

product reliability. These advantages, however, are derived from the corporate’s location, namely 

Shenzhen. The manager emphasized that the location of Shenzhen is very important for electronic 

manufacturer. “Shenzhen, as the special zone, is near to Hong Kong where is very convenient for 

exporting, importing, warehousing and logistics. Another important reason is due to, after many 

years’ development, Shenzhen has developed the matured comprehensive (electronic products) 

industrial chains, which plays a crucial role.” The important aspect of electronic industry is that 

each product is normally involving in hundreds of suppliers. “With the developed industrial chain 

in Shenzhen, realizing a product can be very easily”. He pointed out that even a single screw could 

significantly influence the final product. The matured regional industrial chain effectively support 

them to identify suitable suppliers for various components. The manager provided an experience 

of the advantage of industrial chain. “From the customer’s initial concept till finishing the 

prototype, we can finish it within one month for the customer that other countries do not have 

such conditions to support. You can find all kinds of suppliers easily (in Shenzhen). By now, we 

still have the cost advantage, even though this advantage may gradually diminish in the future, 

however, as long as the advantage of industrial chain existing, customers will choose China, they 

need to race against time with market.”    

4.1.3 Reflecting on current reshoring trend  

When talking about the reshoring trend, the manager emphasized that the current reshoring is 

strongly influenced by governmental policies of customers’ home countries which is driven by 
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trade protectionism. The most foreign customers of Tronicsky come from India and South 

America and they choose Shenzhen due to the highly integrated industrial chain. He emphasized 

that, “Producing in China can achieve cost-saving around 10 to 20% percent comparing to 

producing in their home country”. However, due to their home countries want to promote 

domestic employment, they set up very high tariffs, currently around 30-40%, which totally offset 

the advantages of offshoring.  

 

The manager indicated that most of the customers are reluctant to reshoring. “It is more 

convenient to produce here, even when the labor cost is increasing, which cannot determine to 

bring back production, due to lack of a comprehensive industrial chain to support in their home 

countries, it will cost more in respect of logistics costs, coordination costs, time costs”. Their home 

countries force them to bring back production instead of they are willing to make the choice. He 

mentioned, “They (the foreign customers) prefer the Chinese suppliers to manage the whole supply 

chain and bear all the responsibility.” The interviewee pointed out that his Indian customers were 

reluctant to reshore production due to they do not have an independent production ability to finish 

a product. They need to cooperate with Chinese manufacturers to acquire many components and 

management experience.    

4.1.4 Evaluating the reshoring drivers 

After going through the proposed framework, the manager provided his detailed comments 

regarding these reshoring factors (see Appendix 5). According to his remarks, the overall cost-

related factors did not play a significant role for reshoring in his business. He pointed out that the 

core advantage of producing in Shenzhen due to the well-established regional industrial cluster and 

industrial chain instead of cheap labors. However, customers’ competitive strategies do have an 

influence on manufacturing reshoring. Pursuing “made in XX” value in home country (typically 

for the customers from western countries) is normally due to weaker product images of Chinese 

manufacturers. Both drivers, “niche” and “upmarket”, exist in his business since the shifting of 

market segmentation leading the customers does not demand mass production ability which is 

typically their strength. On quality-related drivers, the interviewee believed that these factors are 

not the reasons for reshoring. Overall, their quality performance including supply chain and 

infrastructure is sufficiently supported by the local industrial chain. Furthermore, the product 

quality performance should not be the issue since the adequate investment for equipment ensuring 

the ability to satisfy customers. Concerning buyer’s home country, “governmental incentives” is 

identified as the most significant driver for reshoring. As mentioned above, the tariff policies 

strongly influence production advantages of Chinese suppliers, typically affecting the “price of 

single unit”. Respecting the factors of the host country, “trust issue”, “high employee turnover” 

and “trade policies” are identified as reshoring drivers. Especially the emerging trend of high 

employee turnover (production line workers) is considered as a new challenge for many Chinese 

manufacturers. Moreover, “Exchange rate shift” is considered as the only driver in global level 

which influences manufacturing reshoring. The unstable exchange rate can be seen as an 

uncontrollable external factor which discourages customers to place orders.    

 

Counteracting to the current reshoring phenomenon, the manager proposed niche and upmarket 

strategies to sustain business competitiveness. Due to the emerging reshoring trend of low- and 
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medium-end electronic products, and also the customers’ consumption level is upgrading, the 

company will not expand their business in this field. Corresponding，Tronicsky will focus more 

on the niche markets by developing the design-novel products such as panoramic cameras, VR 

(Virtual Reality) equipment which are not paid much attention by the market.  
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4.2 Findings KingClean (LEXY) 

4.2.1 Background 

The company is famous with the name of KingClean on the global market, while when facing to 

the domestic market, they are labeled as LEXY. It is an export-oriented factory established in 1994 

and mainly focus on the niche of vacuum cleaners during the early stage. While today, the products 

also cover motors, gardening tools, and high-pressure washers. Since the vacuum industry was not 

a high-tech related one but the investment of production was not in small scale, therefore, most 

foreign customers considered the outsourcing as a more beneficial decision compared by in-house 

producing.  

 

The interviewee has been working with the company since 2012. He began with doing the business 

with outsourcing department and about one year later, he was arranged to the domestic sales 

department. Till now, he has been working in the region of Shenyang – the capital of Liaoning 

Province, as a director for around one year.  

4.2.2 Experience as an offshore outsourcing supplier 

KingClean enjoyed the recognition and reputation of the high R&D (research and development) 

ability, reliable quality, and on-time delivery for an extend period. Nowadays, the ODM almost 

occupied 70% to 80% of the firm’s gross sales each year. And this should give thanks to the founder 

who had been emphasizing the R&D as a first place since the foundation of the company. The 

background of the founder as being a former R&D vice president in a state-owned firm was the 

primary reason for it. Their target export markets were the North American countries and 

European countries according to the local customers’ similar living habits. In the vacuum industry, 

each year around 17%-18% of the products in the whole world are manufactured by the KingClean, 

and all the European countries’ markets were saturated with the products from KingClean. 

Another impressing number was that around 80% of the vacuum were manufactured in China each 

year. Behind of it, a whole interrelated industries’ supporting was the keystone of this success.  

  

Meanwhile, the recent years, the organization began to input more energy and investment in 

domestic sales and have received convincible performance in sales yet. Though the export sales 

were roughly six times of the Chinese market sales, while the interviewed manager had no doubts 

that both markets would reach an even amount in six to seven years.   

4.2.3 Reflecting on current reshoring trend 

Considering the Chinese suppliers’ experience in vacuum manufacturing and the whole interrelated 

industries, there were almost no alternative states where the customers could achieve the similar 

benefits. Combining that the nature of the vacuum industry does not belong to high-tech industry; 

therefore, the reshoring phenomenon was a rarely seen case in the industry. Though the increasing 

costs of labor and raw materials were considered as the primary drives for the reshoring, while the 

manager still believed that it is not easy for the customers to reshore. Since the vacuum industry 

was profoundly affected by the supporting industries, so this factor helped with sticking the 

customers tightly.  
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Simultaneously, there was an exciting news from the interviewee that some customers with a large 

order would like to allocate the orders to several different qualified manufacturers in Suzhou, 

Zhejiang, and Shenzhen. By doing this, the customer could keep the suppliers constantly in a 

competition status, as well as make sure the order delivery satisfies their marketing and sales.  

4.2.4 Evaluating the reshoring drivers 

After presenting the proposed framework, the interviewee provided his detailed comments 

regarding these reshoring factors (see Appendix 6). In the cost-related factors, all producing and 

transporting related activities were considered as a reshoring driver, and all the rest were not an 

issue in this case. However, talking about the customers’ competitive strategies, the “made in XX” 

value was the only recognized one which could affect the reshoring decision. All the other factors 

related to marketing strategy including “niche,” “speed to market” to “upmarket products,” were 

not considered as the reshoring drivers. Looking at “green and sustainability”, the interviewee gave 

an ambiguous answer towards it, which could be interpreted that the respondent did not find that 

factor driving the reshoring decision. While as for KingClean, any of the questioned drivers was 

considered drawing back the business and a reason for the reshoring phenomenon. Even for the 

factor of “the quality of supplier’s infrastructure”, it was denied by the manager with high 

confidence with no hesitations at all. For the category of buyer’s home country, the respondents 

did not consider that factor as a driver for reshoring. Even though the last assembly line was 

completed at a lower labor cost and the taxes was decreases for the European countries, which was 

an interesting discover. Furthermore, neither “automated production” nor “access to qualified 

personnel” was implemented as a reshoring driver according to the manager. Considering the host 

country reshoring drivers, again, all of those factors were not considered as the reshoring drivers 

from the Chinese supplier's side. Particularly for the “high employee turnover”, they believed that 

the middle or upper-level leaders and the core technology related workers had a comparatively high 

loyalty to the company, and the flow of the other non-core positions was not a severe issue. Under 

the scope of global competitive dynamics, drivers containing “exchange rate shift” and “change in 

the global economy” were the solely two factors considered as the drivers applied here, but not the 

others. It was worth noting that in the element of “eroding comparative advantages”, “political 

risks” and “increased competition on resource assets” were not driving the reshoring because of 

the vacuum industry nature.  
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4.3 Findings Sinoseal    

4.3.1 Background 

Around ten employees organized this company with a year sale of 10 million RMB located in 

Xiaoshan, Zhejiang province. The site was close to Shanghai which allowed the firm to enjoy the 

transportation convenience and price advantages. Their main products were the sealing materials 

which severing various industries. The business started in the year of 2000, and around 90% of 

their customers are foreign ones. They stated that compared to the complicated “guanxi” in China 

doing the business, it was easier to do the business with international customers. A primary channel 

for them to acquire the customers was to present themselves on the trading conferences in various 

countries.   

 

Some types of the items were produced in-house, while most of the other customized products 

will be outsourced to some other local small-size manufacturers. The original design and the 

technology are basically learnt from foreign companies, but they were competitive because of the 

lower price (10% of foreign brand) with the same functions. The founder had noticed the reshoring 

phenomenon for a while and contributed some thoughts not limited to the sealing industry.    

4.3.2 Experience as an offshore outsourcing supplier  

They had been an offshoring producer for 17 years, and the customers were from 45 different 

countries across the whole world. Their foreign buyers were targeting at the countries of origin, 

while some might also utilize the products in some other places. Generally, the founder showed 

confidence in the offshoring business considering the sealing industry. He mentioned that more 

and more Chinese manufacturers were even establishing factories and competing with foreign 

companies oversea.    

4.3.3 Reflecting on current reshoring trend   

The founder mentioned several times that though reshoring was a phenomenon discussed 

frequently, meanwhile, he personally did not realize the reshoring as an apparent trend in the sealing 

industry. He believed, “most of the reshoring cases happened in the field of labor intensive 

industries”. And the labor costs increased in Pearl River Delta Economic Zone could be the reason 

for some foreign companies. It is worth to mention that some Chinese firms like Foxconn, who 

relocated their manufacturer from coastline city Shenzhen to an inner land to save the costs on 

labor as well. At the same time, the improved quality and comparatively low labor costs kept the 

“made in China” as a strength on the global market. 

   

Another reason for reshoring he figured out was that the foreign company who was trying to 

acquire the Chinese market as a sales target failed in examining the tastes of the local buyer and 

providing the valid values for them. In short, they chose the strategy not fitting for China. First of 

all, some might draw the benefits of their high quality combining leading techniques when entering 

the Chinese market. While they might have failed in catching up the fast developing in China, when 

the advantages were eroding, they were unable to react with a new strategy and were cast out of 

the market. Sometimes the Chinese suppliers who own the great techniques could also chase after 

those foreign companies and become a competitor on the international market. While on the 
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opposite, there were also a large number of enterprises who were performing well, for example, 

the GM corporation.  

   

In addition to that, the others with myopic actions were doomed to fail at the very first step. The 

interviewee reveled that some foreign firms were planning to have a quick buck in three to five 

years, and were hurry to get the massive investment back. Therefore, the costs were passed to the 

end customers with a high individual item price which did not accommodate the Chinese market 

well.  

 

Compared to southeast Asian countries, the well-establish industrial chain in China was superb and 

irreplaceable. More than that, the region climate of the business development and government 

policies had considerable affections on the reshoring as well. The distinctions were counted not 

only among various countries but also among the different regions within China.  

4.3.4 Evaluating the reshoring drivers  

The authors realized summarized the significant findings in this section (details see Appendix 7). 

Under the category of cost-related factors, “labor costs” were the most influential one causing 

reshoring. Because the project-based business model was the nature of sealing industry, thus, 

“disruption costs” did not exist here. Moreover, apart from no apparent attitudes on “over-

estimation of cost-saving”, the manager believed that all the other elements more or less had 

influences on reshoring phenomenon. Furthermore, about the customers’ competitive strategies, 

“made in XX” was considered as a primary reason for reshoring, though nowadays, the Chinese 

suppliers had the high-level production producing capability. “green and sustainability”, “niche”, 

and “speed to market” were not listed as reshoring drivers here, but “upmarket product strategy” 

was. For the quality-related reshoring factors, “product quality” should be improved to avoid the 

reshoring particularly the sub-outsourcing product lines. But the “quality of supplier’s 

infrastructure” did not have affections on reshoring at all. Viewing from the home country side, 

“access to qualified personnel” was a main barrier leading to reshoring. Simultaneously, under the 

host country scope, there was ever a case that a Germany customer because of “legal and regulatory 

framework” issue left Chinese market. And “trade policies” was not considered as a reshoring 

factor in sealing industry. Lastly on the global competitive dynamics respect, though “exchange 

rate shift” was a reshoring factor, but when responding to the quote request, it was controllable. 

The manager also presented that the customers were not that concerning on “global environmental 

requirement”.  

 

Took an overview of the firm’s operation, some aspects were emphasized. First of all, the stable 

quality was always the priority they are chasing for. In addition to that, for the customers they had 

been kept a long-term business relationship, the firm should keep dedicated items in stock to realize 

a shorter lead time and better service satisfaction. Therefore, a right balance between the stock 

amount and the cash flow was an essential factor for the suppliers to pay attention. 
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4.4 Findings ZNH Bike 

4.4.1 Background  

ZNH is a bicycle manufacturer based in Foshan, Guangdong Province. The company consists of 

three sub-brands: ZNH, SanEagle, and SANTA, with full producing ability ranging from producing 

bicycle frames to assembling completed bikes. International trade accounts for approximately 60% 

of total sales. 

4.4.2 Experience as an offshore outsourcing supplier 

The foreign customers mainly come from the European Union, the United States and Russia who 

focus on their domestic markets. The primary forms of cooperation are based on OEM and ODM 

orders. Due to the anti-dumping protection on traditional bicycles and bike frames, ZNH mainly 

focuses on selling the electric bikes to European markets. The manager mentioned several aspects 

which attract foreign customers to select them as the supplier in the bicycle industry. First of all, 

good product quality was considered as the fundamental and most important reason which 

attracting foreign customers outsource their bikes production. Furthermore, the capability of 

design and product innovation played a significant role in ZNH’s sustainable development. Thirdly, 

ZNH had a good record of on-time delivery. Moreover, in addition to good performance on quality 

and innovation, ZNH’s products had a good cost performance.     

4.4.3 Reflecting on current reshoring trend 

When discussing the current reshoring phenomenon, the manager proposed three most important 

factors: trade barriers, RMB exchange rate, and labor costs. Based on past 30 years of reform and 

opening-up in the economy, China has made great strides in labor-intensive industries. Meanwhile, 

Chinese manufacturers have achieved initial capital and knowledge accumulation as well as 

infrastructure development. The results of this rapid growth lead to increasing labor and land costs 

which weak the comparative advantage of Chinese companies. This issue links to the constant 

growth of RMB exchange rate, which contributes to higher overall producing for customers. 

Furthermore, the trade barriers have an enormous impact on Chinese manufacturers, which is 

typically from the European market. Currently, many labor-intensive firms are struggling to survive 

in China. The main reason is that new technology enabling the automatic production that makes 

reshoring or nearshoring more attractive. “However, China is catching up in this aspect. It will take 

some time until the formation of new competitive advantage, we are in the period between the 

eroding of past competitive advantage (cheap labors) and emerging of technology-based 

production methods”. The manager also mentioned this trend is supported by “Made in China 

2025” governmental initiative which will effectively offset the cost issues.  

4.4.4 Evaluating the reshoring drivers 

Based on the proposed framework, the manager provided his detailed comments regarding these 

reshoring factors (see Appendix 8). According to the manager, cost-related drivers including labor 

cost, disruption cost, and climbing price of a single unit all had influences on the reshoring. As 

mentioned during the interview, compared to Chinese manufacturers, European companies are 

more capable of handling complicated products; therefore, disruption cost can be largely decreased 

by implementing reshoring strategy. Moreover, the price of a single unit was considered as one of 
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the most dominant drivers for customers’ reshoring which resulting from trade protection, namely, 

heavy tariffs in the customers’ home offset the price advantage. By comparison, three out of five 

factors within the competitive strategy were identified as reshoring drivers. “Made in XX value” 

existed among the extremely high-end German and Italian brands but only accounted for 10% 

market share. “Niche” was considered as a driver which led to a trend of diversified low-volume 

orders. Also, “speed to market” was pointed as a strategy for many western European companies’ 

reshoring to eastern Europe. By doing so, they could realize the advantages such as tariff-free 

benefit, same-level labor costs as China (e.g. Romania), shorter delivering time. Concerning the 

quality performance of Chinese supplier, the manager believed that “product quality”, “quality of 

supplier’s management”, “process quality”, along with “supply chain quality performance” are the 

advantages of European and US manufacturers, which might attract reshoring. Furthermore, the 

potential of using automated production in some process was believed as a reshoring driver in 

customers’ home country, which could help with reducing labor costs. However, from the manger’s 

perspective, the processes which are suitable for implementing high automatic production are still 

limited. On the other hand, China as the host country is currently facing the issue of high employee 

turnover because of the lower wage for the production line workers. This new problem has 

influenced the quality and efficiency performance according to the manager's observations. 

Regarding the global competitive dynamics, the only factor identified as reshoring driver was 

“shifting of exchange rate”. It was mentioned as an uncontrollable external factor which eroded 

the cost advantage of Chinese manufacturers. 

 

Reacting to the current reshoring trend, the manager suggested four most important aspects which 

should be improved, including quality management, R&D capability, automatic production, and 

cost reduction. Automatic production had been implemented for two years, and it was still in 

progress in this case company. Furthermore, the innovation and R&D capabilities were considered 

as the key factors for corporate sustainability where the company could put more efforts in the 

future. Moreover, achieving a higher level of integration of information sharing (big data), 

production process, logistics process, and intelligent production would be ZNH’s next step.   
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4.5 Findings Anonymous Trading Company  

4.5.1 Background 

The interviewed company is a Canadian toy industry one who ran a trading branch in HK (Hong 

Kong, China). Geographical, HK is a port city blended with Chinese business culture along with 

international business habits and atmosphere for a long time. The lower taxes charged by the local 

government aims for attracting substantial trading companies. The interviewee labeled the toy 

industry as a labor-intensive one. The branch is one of those thousands of trading companies in 

East Tsim Sha Tsui. To a considerable portion of them, a connection between manufacturers and 

customers is their role. As a group of around fifteen employees, they have been in the industry for 

almost seven years. Since the setup of the company, they merely faced the customers and markets 

outside of mainland China. While for entering the mainland China’s market, it might take a few 

more years before they got competent preparations and confidence. The interviewed person 

worked there as a coordinator responsible for the suppliers searching and communicating within 

mainland China. The Chinese coordinator who mastered three different languages and emerged in 

such an international company improved the coordinating efficiency and effectiveness throughout 

the execution process. 

  

The business model of the company is that the firm acquired the pattern licenses from National 

Geography and famous artists, and then the design office located in Canada applied the patterns 

with visual 3D (three-dimensional) technology onto the products like puzzles, stationery goods, 

and accessories. After getting ideal quotes and delivery date, a contract on models building is signed. 

With satisfying sample products, two parties would continue the mass production.  

4.5.2 Experience as an offshore outsourcing supplier  

Though the industry is not high-tech related but labor-intensive, they still required the high quality 

of the printing techniques. Therefore, the whole production process was outsourced to separate 

parts, the visual 3D printing was finished by an HK manufacturer, and the others were completed 

in mainland China. There were five to six long-term suppliers for the company, and concerning 

about some dedicated products, two or three factories need to work one by one to complete the 

whole product. Usually, the firm’s partner supplier was a medium size manufacture organized by 

around 200 employees. Talking about why choosing the suppliers from mainland China, the 

coordinator expressed that “it is a nature thing to corporate with manufacturers from mainland 

China.” Mostly, the factories were sitting in the provinces of Guangdong, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang. 

Guangzhou was famous for their excellent techniques in the printing industry, and Jiangsu was 

developed into an area focusing on simple commodity manufacturing after decades OEM 

experience. The long-term producing experience of those two zones equipped themselves with 

richer resources in material, technique, and labor. Simultaneously, the intensely interrelated 

industries in those regions were benefiting the customers. Being along with fulfilling the customers’ 

requirements on ethical standards, CSR, and environmental codes, the Chinese suppliers could 

provide good quality products at a reasonable price.   
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4.5.3 Reflecting on current reshoring trend 

The interviewed company had no plans to reshore in at least the recent five years because of the 

benefits could not be leveraged by the investment of reshoring. While some peer companies and 

some large-scale firms in the toy industry have moved the manufacturers away from China. It was 

worth noting that the movement route was from China to some Southeast Asia country but not 

back to those developed countries. The interviewee pointed out that, the increasing labor costs and 

the significant increase in raw material prices (particular from November 2016) were two roots for 

the relocation phenomenon of the peer firms. Whereas, these two elements were not considered 

for reshoring by the interviewed firm. 

4.5.4 Evaluating the reshoring factors  

After going through all the possible reshoring drivers, the interviewee provided his detailed 

comments regarding these reshoring factors (see Appendix 9). Under the cost-related category, the 

“labor costs” factor was mentioned as a leading reshoring factor. And the main reason was that 

the employees were protected and compensated under a more mature legal labor system. The 

increasing “raw material costs” was of significance in causing reshoring as well. Moreover, about 

the customers’ competitive strategies, “Green and sustainability” was an extremely important 

reshoring driver in this case, the environmental requisitions were related to each role during the 

entire business process. Along with it, “made in XX” was another reshoring cause; therefore, it 

was also the reason for the company kept the printing manufacturing not in the mainland China 

(The manager viewed that Hong Kong and Taiwan were on a more advanced development stage 

compared to mainland China, in this industry.). Referring to the quality-related category, the whole 

group did not contain a reshoring driver. On the buyer’s home country side, “government 

incentives” was a primary reshoring controller, not only the incentives from the customer’s home 

country but also the ones from some Southeast Asia countries. About the host country reshoring 

drivers, what the firm was facing was the high employee turnover causing reshoring. And a typical 

example was that after the Spring Festival, insufficient employees with unskilled craftsmanship 

could cause the order loss. For the scope of global competitive dynamics reshoring drivers, 

“exchange rate shift” played a significant role in inducing reshoring, particularly the uncontrollable 

fluctuation during the long sea shipment time. And this could cause the loss of orders as well 

because of the customer lower confidence in the exchange rate. For the “global environmental 

requirement”, the customers were not too enthusiastic enough; thus, this was not a reshoring factor 

in this case.  

 

After an overall evaluation on the reshoring drivers, there were also some points they suggested 

the Chinese suppliers could improve. Firstly, based on the suppliers selecting standards from this 

trading company, the importance of lifting up the quality on a higher and stable level was 

mentioned primarily. Secondly, she thought that more efforts should be put on the skill training 

for all workers. Thirdly, the standard work process was another step should be scheduled. By doing 

this, the suppliers were more likely to receive the recognitions from an MNC (multinational 

corporation) like Walmart and Disney. And in a long-term, the suppliers could attract more 

customers in by this selling point. In addition to that, the long business relationship would be 

maintained by doing this as well. Last but not least, the owners’ concepts on lasting cooperation 

and management skills should be improved. 
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4.6 Findings Anonymous Chemical Company 

4.6.1 Background 

The company is a chemical supplier of providing trace elements, micro-nutrients, macronutrients, 

feed ingredients and fertilizer additives for the manufacturers of fertilizer, pre-mixture and animal 

feed. In addition, the company provides sourcing and purchasing services for certain chemical raw 

materials such as Phosphates, Nitrates, DMDS, Titanium dioxides, materials for detergents, etc.  

4.6.2 Experience as an offshore outsourcing supplier 

This company mostly focuses on serving foreign customers which occupying 95% of its total sales. 

The customers were mainly from Europe, America, and Asia who primarily produced for their 

domestic markets. There are five aspects which contribute to the company’s competitive 

advantages: First of all, the company is located in Guangxi Province, the southwest coastal area of 

China, where is convenient for sea transportation. Secondly, the quality of the products can meet 

customers’ requirement and is very stable in extended period of time. Thirdly, comparing to the 

southeast coast regions, the company faces less environmental pressure from the government 

which can benefit consistent production. Moreover, the prices of products are very competitive 

resulting from cheap labors and raw materials. Furthermore, the management team of this 

company has had 10 years’ business experience in this industrial field that contributes to their 

strong ability for managing supplying processes. Additionally, the customer service oriented 

mindset enables them to build up a long-term relationship with many customers. 

4.6.3 Reflecting on current reshoring trend  

According to the interviewee, reshoring was not an apparent trend in this industry. However, the 

interviewee shared a reshoring experience encountered by the interviewee’s boss. Before the boss 

set up his own company, he worked for another chemical company in Guangxi province. One of 

their major customers was a Korean chemical producer who controlled around 75%-85% sales 

share of its domestic market. In this case, two reasons contributed to the Korean client's supplier-

switching: the absent of personal contact (the interviewee’ boss who initially built up the business 

relationship with the Korean customer left the Chinese company) and the soaring raw material 

prices in China during that period. Two elements were considered equally important since even the 

price fell to an average level afterward, the Korean customer was not willing to recover the business 

relationship with the former Chinese provider anymore. Interestingly enough, this situation lasted 

until the interviewee’s boss established his own company. It means that the Korean company 

continued the production outsourcing to the respondent’s firm later.  

4.6.4 Evaluating the reshoring factors 

After going through the framework, the manager provided his detailed comments on these 

reshoring factors (see Appendix 10). The interviewee identified that “over-estimation of cost-

saving”, “raw material availability” and “price of single unit” were the three cost-related factors 

inducing reshoring in this industry. Typically, the big bulge in raw material cost and single unit price 

were the core reasons leading to customers’ reshoring between 2007 and 2008. In regard to 

customer’s competitive strategy, the drivers including “made in XX value” (producing in home 

country linking to high level certification), “niche and upmarket products” (customers focus on 
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high value-added products instead of demanding mass production ability), and “speed to market” 

(long delivering time) had influence on reshoring. Concerning the company’s quality performance, 

the manager confirmed that “product quality” (lack of effective quality management), “workforce 

quality” (high turnover of workers), and “quality of infrastructure” (insufficient production 

capability of the equipment to fulfill orders) were related to customers’ reshoring. On client’s home 

country category, the finding showed that “access to qualified personnel” was a motivation that 

buyers sought for higher skilled employees for advanced products. On the other side, “trust issue” 

and “high employee turnover” were the main reshoring factors in China (host country). Trust and 

commitment issues in respect of in time delivering were pointed out as a result of government’s 

interruption. High employee turnover was believed as a tricky issue which directed to unstable 

quality. Furthermore, as the chemical industry strongly rely on raw material (minerals), drivers from 

global competitive dynamics such as “eroding comparative advantages” (comparing to India), 

“increased competition on resource assets” (grade of manganese is decreasing in China), and 

“exchange rate” (the exchange rate of customers’ home country) were closely related to current 

reshoring phenomenon as well.  

 

Based on above reflection, the interviewee mentioned four aspects to lessen orders losing. First of 

all, top executives should apply fair human resource mechanism and avoid over appointing relatives 

in the company. Moreover, improving the quality of workforce played a critical role in providing 

stable quality of products. Furthermore, quality management should be emphasized throughout 

the entire production process, along with a development of effective supervisory control systems. 

Besides, sales department should be proactive to customers’ demands which could contribute to 

long-term relationships building. 
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5. Analysis 

In this chapter, the empirical findings are analyzed combining with the related literature, theories and framework. 

The cases are initially dissected on an individual basis and then presented as a cross-case analysis. We have achieved 

the purpose of the paper by investigating the similarities and differences between the empirical findings and existing 

literature. Furthermore, the implications of these results are displayed.   

5.1 Individual case analysis 

5.1.1 Case analysis Shenzhen Tronicsky Electronic Company 

The competitive advantages of Tronicsky as an offshore outsourcing supplier are mainly derived 

from its location, Shenzhen, where business activities are effectively supported by the regional 

comprehensive industrial chain. In this case, several offshoring issues mentioned in the literature, 

were the competitive advantages of the Chinese supplier instead. Moreover, trade protectionism 

was considered as significant driver for reshoring. According to the results, the heavy tariff on 

outsourcing products forced Tronicsky’s customers to revoke outsourcing strategy. 

 

Standing on the theoretical perspective, RBV and TCE explained the reasons of the foreign 

customers outsourcing their production to Tronicsky. Considering the RBV in this case, the core 

competitiveness of the foreign customers contains the understanding domestic markets, identifying 

potential demand as well as accurately presenting product concept, while realizing the design to 

final products is not their core competencies. Based on the earlier statement, TCE theory is used 

for making “make-or-buy” decision where in our case has shown the interesting finding that unlike 

most other cases moving from high cost to low cost environment, in this case, the customers come 

from even lower cost regions such as India and south America. The major motivator supporting 

the “buy decision” is derived from the advantages of regional industrial chain in China which 

offsets the cost advantage in their home countries. Therefore, outsourcing production in China 

has more advantages than producing in their home countries.  

 

Major similarities: 

Buyer company (cost-focus) 

Among the existing literature, pursuing low cost for production is mostly suggested as a motivator 

for offshoring; thus, shifting of cost environment could lead to reshoring of foreign customers. In 

our case, the shortage of raw material was mentioned during the interview as the principal factor 

which resulting in soaring price of the single unit between 2007 and 2008, and this eventually led 

to large-scale decreasing of orders placed by the international customers. However, this driver was 

believed as an external uncontrollable factor which stems from the financial crisis of 2007-2008.       

 

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 

Moreover, corporate strategy changing to “made in XX value”, niche or upmarket products steered 

some foreign firms reshored or nearshored their orders as well. Made in home country was pointed 

out linking to a better brand image (only apply to customers are from developed countries) which 

was coherent to Uluskan, Godfrey et al. (2016)’s findings. Niche and upmarket product strategy 
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were considered that the clients did not require mass production capability; therefore, the reshoring 

strategy was due to customers’ initiative or supplier’s rejection for serving small quantities.  

 

Home country 

The governmental incentives from customers’ home country cannot be overstated for most recent 

reshoring experiences in this case. Extraordinary tariff rates for outsourcing complete products 

offset the benefits of outsourcing in China. The motivations behind it include promoting domestic 

employment (developing and developed countries) and developing manufacturers (developing 

countries).  

 

Host country 

In addition, high employee turnover was emphasized as an important emerging issue in both 

corporate- and industry-level. In line with literature review, high turnover of workforce led to the 

company continuously invest large amount of resources for training staffs to sustain stable 

productivity and quality which harms the sustainable business environment.      

 

Major difference: 

Buyer company (Cost-focus) & Supplier company (Quality performance)  

In this case, the empirical findings of the framework suggested that the factors (cost- and quality-

related factors) were either not existing or different from many previous studies. The main reason, 

which was recognized during the interview, stemmed from the advantage of the well-established 

regional industrial cluster in Shenzhen.  

 

The nature of the electronic industry, as the manager informed, normally demands a vast number 

of complementary firms cooperating with each other to provide hundreds of components 

altogether for the final product, which is the main reason that Indian and South American 

customers were reluctant to reshoring. Porter (2000) points out that clusters will benefit the 

participated organizations with respect to increasing productivity, the capability for innovation. 

Moreover, based on industrial clusters, location within a group can provide specialized inputs and 

employees, valuable information, institutions and public goods, and incentives and performance 

measurement, several of these advantages are observed in our empirical findings. 

5.1.2 Case analysis KingClean  

From KingClean’s view, it was rare that the reshoring overshadowing the vacuum industry. The 

more common situations were that the customer orders flew among the Chinese suppliers. This is 

an industry where no high-tech required and the decades’ outsourcing providing experience 

catalyzed Chinese suppliers’ leading position and full upper and lower industries supporting. 

Therefore, it was worth noting that why the foreign clients were not being affected by the reshoring 

trend. 

 

To start with, KingClean’s strong R&D abilities, its rich experience in manufacturing and managing, 

and the limited economic scale of this vacuum industry, an enormous investment of the production 

line was not a first choice for the customers. Moreover, the unexpected expenses could be a payoff 

behind of Southeast Asia’s tempting low price. Furthermore, the well-established regional industrial 
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chain in China is also a significant reason for offshoring. Hence, the customers who beard the TCE 

theory in mind would not follow the reshoring trend easily. In addition, since the vacuum products 

are not the single line for the foreign customers, so to allocate more energy on core competence 

according to RBV strategy was critical.  

 

Major similarities: 

Buyer company (cost-focus)  

Except for the coordination costs, over-estimation of cost-saving, inventory costs, and disruption 

costs, all the rest factors were more or less affecting the foreign clients’ reshoring decisions. The 

apparent increase in the costs of labor, transportation and logistics, energy and raw material were 

most frequently mentioned in the industry. Particularly the high toll fee and tax on transportation 

were concerned by the company when talking about the shipment. Another interesting 

phenomenon was that the gasoline price was not fluctuated along with the international market 

price too much, and being stable on a comparable high level. This phenomenon could get the 

answer back from its monopoly nature. Furthermore, align with the increasing price of the former 

factor, the final single unit price leveled up as well. But the company considered that single price 

was still reasonable. And it was also a measurement for the suppliers to filter and match the 

customers who are on the same strategy track by focusing on high comprehensive value instead of 

solely price-sensitive.  

  

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 

The “Made in XX” value was the only factor the interviewee thought would have an effect on the 

reshoring determination but from a whole industry view instead of vacuum sector. At the same 

time, it was also believed that the brand value should be the guard and a strong demonstration of 

the product value, but not the production nation. This manufacturing country factor’s effects on 

reshoring vary by the industry. For the vacuum industry, where each year 80% global products are 

from China, this factor should not be an initial assessment for increasing the product value.  

  

Home country  

Sometimes the polices from the countries of origin are incentive ones for the customers, while the 

other times, the suppliers may suffer from those policies in a depressive way. To acquire the global 

competence and to fulfill the customers’ end market requirements. The Chinese suppliers are 

moving to close to the customers’ market destinations. And for the KingClean, the newly acquired 

Polish factory for finishing the last assembling step helped them across the high taxes on the 

finished exports goods.  

   

Global competitive dynamics 

The world economy associated with the daily life closely and as an unnecessary household appliance, 

the end market sales could reflect on the decrease of the orders. At the same time, related to the 

price pressures, some clients could drop off the orders because of the fluctuating exchange rate.  
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Major Differences: 

Buyer company (cost-focus)  

Coordination costs, Over-estimation of cost-saving, Inventory costs, and disruption costs were not 

the factors in this industry they believed caused the reshoring phenomenon. For the first two 

factors, the mature industry structure and workflow eliminated the possibilities for reshoring. For 

the company in the size of KingClean, the costs of each step were estimated as accurate as possible. 

With respect to the inventory costs, it was not the element only considered in the reshoring 

business, it was a daily operation and plan strategy for the whole company. More than that, it was 

also a factor to measure the company’s full operational ability. After that, since the nature of the 

business was project-based, the production started only when the customers place the orders. The 

project-based business model applied to every case of our paper. In most cases, we believe that if 

the client itself owned the production line, the disruption costs would be considered primarily. 

Finally, these factors were not the potential drive for reshoring in the vacuum industry. 

  

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 

Excluding the “Made in XX” value, all the other factors were not considered as the reasons for 

reshoring under the competitive strategy section. As a leading company in the vacuum field, they 

have the production capability for all ranges products including high-end products. And the 

company’s strategy is usually a long-term plan particular in the home appliance. Not as the high 

competition field like the mobile or apparel industry, the fast reaction to the end market is not a 

must.  

  

Home country  

Once again, no matter from the technological element of a vacuum or on the gross sales of this 

industry, the investment in the automation could not leverage the benefit they get from it, even 

though on a far-seeing term. In addition to it, the Chinese nation’s industrious virtue made the 

Chinese workers with high qualified personnel.  

  

Supplier company (quality performance) 

None of the elements under the quality field was viewed as a reshoring fuse. Carrying 17%-18% 

global vacuum orders yearly, the KingClean’s production capability and quality are impossible to 

be an issue anymore. For the vacuum field, the whole upper and lower supporting industries are 

all mature enough as well to complete the sales.  

  

Host country 

From this case, all those factors were demonstrated on an opposite opinion of the existing theories. 

The trust issue is not a problem no matter on the society level or the individual business level. The 

stable internal political and social status, “the thousand years’ trust” value emphasizing laid a solid 

foundation of the trust. About the high-turnover, the underlying reason for it is the salary. While 

for the core talents and professional personnel, the long-term developing firms are not ungenerous 

of providing a satisfying wage, and for the first production line workers, the sound training system 

could leverage the turnover rate.  
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Global competitive dynamics 

The vacuum industry seems to be a particular case where the Chinese suppliers are in a leading 

position after decades’ development, and the mature interrelated industries within the mainland 

China made the advantages could not be caught up by any other countries. They industrial scale of 

vacuum industry was not massive enough and the home appliance nature made the vacuum 

industry had no direct influence from global political climate. The raw materials for the vacuum 

are regular, so there was fierce competition for the raw materials.  

5.1.3 Case analysis Sinoseal 

Overall, the sealing industry is a typical red sea filed required less technology and common material. 

And in most cases, the customers were price-sensitive. With a low gross income, the reshoring was 

primarily due to the increasing costs and the un-match to the Chinese clients’ consumption habit.  

  

From the case description, the customers leaked the technology information through the 

outsourcing cooperation and led to a failure of protecting their core competence considering the 

RBV model. Hence, there was no core competence achieved by offshoring based on the RBV 

theory. Furthermore, there were three factors affecting the customers’ offshoring decision 

considering the TCE theory. Firstly, the gross sales of sealing products were not high; Secondly, 

the technological element was not a primary consideration; And lastly, the well-established regional 

industrial chain in China was an attraction for decreasing overall costs.  

  

Major Similarities: 

Buyer company (cost-focus)  

Most of the costs drives came to an agreement between the Chinese supplier and the western 

scholars except for the “disruption costs”. And the “overestimation of cost savings” was never 

been thought about by the interviewee. It also demonstrated that the factor was rarely in the field.  

  

The labor costs and energy costs were listed as dominant drives for the reshoring particular in align 

with the sealing industry nature. For the transportation costs, though it had the influential on 

reshoring, the interviewee believed it should be a factor managed by the customer side. This factor 

was a basic one for all trading business instead of a particular element in reshoring. At the same 

time, the longer time the customer dipping in outsourcing, the more knowledge they would collect 

for balancing the stock and order placing timing. About the coordination costs, the case presented 

the culture difference on the standards for one thing. The authors would translate it from two ways, 

one was the possible since culture difference and business habits, and another was possible due to 

one party of them was trying to getting more benefits by using the “culture difference” as an excuse. 

About the “single unit price”, though all the production process’s prices were climbing, while still 

many customers had no clues about the percentage of the increase. Due to that reason, some buyers 

would be scared away when receiving the quotes from Chinese suppliers.  

  

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 

In this case, the Chinese supplier and the theory reached agreement on the drivers of “made in XX 

value” and “upmarket product strategy”. More than a reshoring cause, the production nationality 

had limited some Chinese suppliers’ abroad business steps. Though some vendors hold the 
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capabilities to provide goods with excellent quality, few customers would like to pay a reasonable 

premium price for it. The phenomenon was a stereotype for the foreign customers on “made in 

China”.  

  

Home country  

Under this scope, the most frequent case was that the unskilled personnel could not satisfy the 

customers’ requirement, and the customers would even like to transport the mold back for the 

further final products producing. As we mentioned before, some Chinese suppliers might have the 

premium production skills, but not all of them could be on the same quality level.  

  

Supplier company (quality performance) 

For the in-house products where the overall quality could be controlled by themselves, there was 

not too much issue. While for the production outsourced to the local sub-suppliers, “product 

quality”, “supply chain quality performance”, “workforce quality”, and “supplier’s management 

quality” could all cause the reshoring. And the small sizes of those sub-suppliers and low net profits 

directed their difficulties in improving the quality class. But these quality related factors were the 

fundamental not only for maintaining the foreign buyers but also were the keystones for a firm’s 

sustainable development.  

  

Host country 

Apart from the stable “trade policy”, all the other listed factors could cause the reshoring for those 

foreign clients. Though the sealing field was not a high-tech one, while by and large, the investment 

in technology development could not direct an immediate result in profits. Combining that most 

of the Chinese suppliers were during the stage of surviving by large amount production but low 

unit net profit, so few of them were able to afford the input on technology. 

  

Global competitive dynamics 

There were two drivers: “eroding comparative advantages” and “exchange rate shift” viewed as the 

reshoring drivers on the global competitive dynamics level. Thinking about that most of the orders 

were project-based, so though the exchange rate fluctuated, the affected orders amount was little. 

 

Major differences:  

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 

The “Green and sustainability”, “niche strategy” and “speed to market” were not the driver for 

reshoring in the sealing industry. Viewing at the raw materials, there was no rare or substitute raw 

materials, and the existing ones had no influential on the sustainable development too much. As a 

necessary equipment for many industries, the sealing items were unable and unnecessary to develop 

a niche market by the investment. Associating with its low-tech nature, the customers did not have 

the requirements of fast response to the end market.  

  

Home country  

Once again, the light industry nature and short total sales did not inject enough motives for the 

customers to invest in the automated production or the government would pay much attention to 

attract the business back.  
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Supplier company (quality performance)  

“The quality of supplier’s infrastructure” and “process quality” were not in the case of driving the 

reshoring. The light industry nature and the small gross sales again played the vital role here, the 

little net profits the customers made from this or the little function a sealing item on a finished 

product made the customers had no time to attend the matter. Compared to those two sectors, 

they were more concern about the direct factors which might affect their performance like quality 

and delivery time.  

  

Host country 

From the Chinese government side, the trade policies exclusive for the foreign customers had no 

changes. And for the suppressions of EU regulations, usually, the Chinese suppliers had nothing 

to solve it. In our opinion, these suppressions sometimes were not merely a symbol of the economy 

but were related to the political reasons.  

  

Global competitive dynamics  

Take out for “exchange rate shift” and “eroding comparative advantages,” all the rest drivers were 

not considered as the reshoring driver by Sinoseal. The global economy change such as the financial 

crisis in 2008, the orders decreased on a global scope instead of causing the reshoring. The “political 

risks” rarely could have an influence on the light industry and usually happened in the heavy or 

high-tech industries. Because these industries were the lifelines and vital in defining a country’s 

comprehensive national power (CNP).  

5.1.4 Case analysis ZNH Bike 

In this case, the company performs well in respect of quality control, capability of R&D, and in 

time delivering. Comparing to existing offshoring, the current reshoring trend is less obvious in his 

business. The interviewee believed the company’s competitive strength stemming from two aspects: 

first of all, the corporate strategy which stresses on developing abilities of innovation and design 

instead of solely relying on cheap workforce at early development stage; secondly, the location of 

factory within the regional industrial cluster and well-established integrated industrial chain do 

benefit quality and supply chain performance. In addition, a step-by-step plan regarding 

technology-based investment has been applied for several years which also led to ZNH’s 

sustainable development in dynamic global environment. The main pressure for reshoring that 

ZNH currently facing is derived from trade barriers (i.e. expensive tariffs), shifting of RMB 

exchange rates, and increasing labor costs.  

 

Recalling the interview, the manager pointed out that many cooperation with foreign customers 

which are based on ODM orders, namely, they only have a blurred concept for the product or they 

can only provide user demand and even without concept. Again, the access to domestic market 

and information channels can be seen as these foreign companies’ core competitiveness while 

product realization is their disadvantage (RBV), either lacking manufacturing capability or cannot 

achieve good cost performance (according to the manager’s experience). Besides the firm-level 

competitive abilities, the advantage of the well-established regional industrial cluster does play a 

significant role for OEM buyer to achieve outstanding performance. The performance is derived 
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from the support of the comprehensive industrial chain which is well embedded in the cluster and 

benefits to both cost and quality performance. This advantage can be seen as the significant 

motivator for these foreign companies to implement “buy decision” from ZNH (TCE).  

 

Major similarities: 

Buyer company (cost-focus) 

There are three cost-focus drivers which were pointed out related to manufacturing reshoring. First 

of all, increasing labor cost leads to some of the price-sensitive buyers to reshore or relocate their 

production in the early period. In reacting to this phenomenon, ZNH gradually improved its 

capability of automated production. Disruption cost is considered as another factor related to 

reshoring, in this case, which is mainly due to the manufacturers in the reshoring region is more 

capable to deal of dealing complicated product and shorter geographical distance to the customer.  

 

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 

Two drivers within the competitive strategy dimension are in line with the literature review. Niche 

segmentation is considered as a new trend in the bicycle industry and resulting in some customers’ 

reshoring. Speed to market is another factor which influences customer’s reshoring. 

 

Supplier company (quality performance) 

The empirical findings of three identified including product quality, management quality as well as 

process quality are in line with literature findings which are European manufacturers’ strengths. 

 

Host country 

High employee turnover in China is a significant driver leading to manufacturing reshoring in our 

empirical findings. This typically influence firm’s stable performance when highly skilled workers 

such as welders in this industry have direct influence on product quality.  

 

Major differences: 

Buyer company (cost-focus) 

Increasing price of the single unit is considered as an important factor leading to reshoring in 

literature. In this case, the manager typically emphasized this factor which caused their losing orders 

from European customers. However, instead of issues of operational level influencing the prices, 

the real reason behind the soaring price is since customers’ home country setting up extraordinary 

tariff rates for certain products, specifically in EU market, which makes the ZNH’s totally lost 

competitive advantages.          

 

Supplier company (quality performance) 

Concerning quality of workforce and supplier’s infrastructure, both of the factors are identified as 

the advantages of ZNH rather than reshoring drivers. The strength of infrastructure aspect is due 

to governmental initiated developing pattern for the typical industrial cluster in the particular region. 

Owning to the government’s attention, a vast amount of investment for infrastructure as well as 

supporting policies are implemented. Moreover, since the specificity of regional development, the 

labors receive more focused and segmented training which developing the regional workforce 

quality.   
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Home country 

Moreover, high-level automatic production in customer’s home country is considered as a 

dominant factor for reshoring, wherein ZNH case, the significance of automatic production was 

pointed out with limitation. According to ZNH, bicycle consumers are more demanding on 

customization i.e. the orders for bikes are usually small quantities but with diversified features. By 

comparison, high-level automated production is more focus on mass production with similar 

characteristics which moderates ZNH’s capability to react changing demand. Therefore, in our 

case, full-range senior automation does not necessary contribute to better performance. 

5.1.5 Case analysis Anonymous Trading Company 

Compared to the other cases, this trading firm had no direct controls on the production lines but 

outsourced all production activities to the mainland sub-suppliers. On the contrary, all the other 

sample firms were responsible partial order productions by themselves and outsourced partially to 

the sub-suppliers. The authors believe that the trading company was like a bridge between Chinese 

suppliers and western customers. Accordingly, an alternative angle of viewing the “reshoring from 

China” phenomenon was derived and a deeper understanding of reshoring was acquired.  

 

Though the nature of the production was labor-intensive which meant that price and quality had 

significant influences on the supplier’s choice. Meanwhile, the high quality visual 3D printing 

technology owned by the Chinese suppliers was the core competencies according to the RBV 

theory. About the “make or buy” decision, the transaction costs and investment on the whole 

production lines were not beneficial compared to outsourcing the activities to Chinese suppliers. 

At the same time, the well-established regional industrial chain in China strengthened their “buy” 

strategy confidence considering the TCE.  

 

Major Similarities   

Buyer company (cost-focus)   

Under the scope of cost aspect, labor costs, raw materials costs were the two main factors leading 

to reshoring decision. Along with that, energy spending was climbing apparently. Based on those 

three elements, the single product price is deemed to reach a higher level. One reason for the 

increasing labor costs was the sound legal systems protected the workers in better working 

conditions and salaries. Therefore, we see the Chinese labor market is directing to a better and 

promising way.  

  

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 

There were two main factors the coordinator believed affected the reshoring decision to a 

significant degree of green and sustainability and “Made in XX value”. Though most of the Chinese 

suppliers were stepping into an upper quality producing level, while there still has room to improve. 

The reputation of the producing nationality and the top-quality requirement were the reasons for 

them insisted finishing the printing production in an HK manufacturer. Notably, the customers 

from European countries paid more attentions on the qualifications throughout the whole business 

activity regarding the environment effects.  
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Home country  

“Automated production” seemed to be a driver not existed in the interviewed firm, but it could 

happen in some other electronic related toys. And “government incentives” was considered as an 

apparent driver for the foreign reshoring company. Considering the low costs solely, then the 

government incentives from some Southwest Asia countries could driver the international 

customers’ reshoring from China. But considering the toy industry’s technological content and 

gross sales, the Western countries rarely would tailor the incentives for the customers.   

  

Host country 

Both “legal and regulatory framework” and “high employee turnover” had some impacts on the 

reshoring decisions for foreign customers. Though the IPR regulations in China recently years have 

been improved a lot, while the HK firm would not risk the core competence in an uncertain 

environment. We suppose there might be two reasons for understanding why some copied 

products could survive better than some licensed ones. On the one hand, for the mainland China’s 

customers, apart from these licensed expensive products, they could have similar quality but much 

lower price alternatives, therefore, we concluded that the consumption concept decided the degree 

of IPR protection. On the other hand, the manufacturers who do not respect the licenses, their 

payoff is not high enough forcing them not doing so. At the same time, the high turnover rate was 

a significant driver causing the reshoring.  

  

Global competitive dynamics  

Besides of the “political risks”, all the other factors were counted as the reshoring drivers. The 

“eroding comparative advantages’ was visible particular on the labor costs where the China left the 

first impression for the whole world. Considering the “exchange rate” driver, though most of the 

business in the field were project-based, while during the long lead time, this could turn a profitable 

order to a loss one. Therefore, it could seriously affect the future’s sales. “Changes in the global 

economy” might cause the decrease of orders placement, and for a long-term consideration, some 

foreign customer could leave China. About the “increase competition on resource assets”, combing 

with the global sourcing’s convenience, the international customers would have a better chance of 

reshoring. 

 

Major differences:  

Buyer company (cost-focus)   

The expenses of the transportation and logistics were not a big number on the total production 

cost, so it was not a direct reshoring driver. The coordinator had sufficient knowledge in 

coordinating and culture difference understanding; thus, coordination costs was not an issue 

causing reshoring. Weighting that most of the business within the industry were project-based ones, 

so the disruption costs did not show effects on reshoring. Additionally, the stock costs were not 

considered as well, though they might have some samples in stock in the North American office 

site. While the primary purpose was to show the quality and final products for the potential 

customers, and the stock amount was acceptable and necessary.  

   

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 
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The “niche strategy”, “upmarket product”, and “speed to market” were not the driver for reshoring 

in the HK trading firm case. Since they had the same copyright and design series products just 

without the visual 3D cover, therefore, they were yet in the niche and also upper market level 

compared to other similar products. Though the toy industry was in the consumption filed, while 

there were no end-market fast respond pressures as in appeal industry.  

  

Home country  

The long-term role of being a world manufacturing, China was equipped with a rich industry 

experience and was able to deal with ad-hoc situations. Therefore, the “access to qualified 

personnel” was not a reshoring driver considered.  

  

Supplier company (quality performance) 

When sharing the thoughts on the Chinese suppliers’ side factors, the interviewee advocated that 

the first four drivers on the list (product quality, the quality of supplier's supply chain performance, 

workforce quality, and the quality of supplier’s infrastructure) would not affect the reshoring 

decision. About the supply chain performance on Chinese suppliers’ side, the reasonable and 

professional order arrangement from the customers was a foundation. Therefore, we could see that 

more than a business relationship, there were also cooperation and coordination concerned here. 

The last two alternatives of reshoring factors, “quality of supplier’s management” and “process 

quality” right now might not be severe enough to push the customers away, while in a long-term, 

it is urgent and necessary for the Chinese suppliers to improve.  

  

The disagreement on the all quality related factors demonstrated that at least the Chinese suppliers’ 

production compatibilities were on an average level of the global competence market.  

  

Host country 

“Trust issue” and “Chinese trade policies” had not caused the reshoring within the toy industry. 

We believe the Chinese coordinator who had a fully understand of the business and culture 

differences helped eliminate the trust issue.  And for the trade policies from the Chinese 

government, on the opposite of driving the foreign customers away, the 5%-8% export tariff rebate 

to a lot of clients and suppliers was still an appealing point.  

  

Global competitive dynamics  

There were two factors not counted as the reshoring drivers under this global scope – “political 

risks” and “global environmental requirement”. For the former driver, according to the 

interviewee’s daily experience and peers’ sharing, they had not confronted any case out of this 

reason yet. Though there was no reshoring case out of the carbon footprint concern, the Chinese 

government’s upgrading in emission standards would help reshape the industry into a more 

environmental and sustainable future.      

5.1.6 Case analysis Anonymous Chemical Company 

The foreign customers select this company for outsourcing since the location advantage 

contributes to the access to resources as well as well-embedded with regional industrial chain are 
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very important for the chemical industry. Be close to minerals will lead to lower producing cost 

and better integration with the regional industrial chain.   

 

Looking from the theoretical perspective, both RBV and TCE served very well in this case. The 

chemical components which the foreign companies outsourcing were normally low-value but 

requiring mass-production. Producing in home country could weaken their final products’ cost 

performance which is derived from far from raw materials origin, higher transportation cost and 

more restrict regulation requirement for manufacturing similar semi-manufactures (Ellram, 2013). 

Moreover, since our focal company applies restrict quality control system to realize stable 

performance, offshore outsourcing could achieve a better cost performance comparing to “made 

in home country”.     

 

Major similarities: 

Buyer company (cost-focus) 

In the cost-focus dimension, shortage of raw material and soaring price of single were the dominant 

drivers for reshoring in this industry between 2007 and 2008 which largely eroded the cost 

performance of the regional industry. The financial crisis impacts the industry as a whole which 

can be considered as an exogenous factor.    

 

Buyer company (competitive strategy) 

Most drivers in the literature regarding competitive strategy are in line with the empirical findings. 

The chemical products are strongly influenced by regulations demanding for high-level 

certifications. Chemical product with “Made in China” label is commonly linked to lower 

proficiency in this respect. Furthermore, if customers change to niche or upmarket strategy, the 

advantage of low-cost mass production of the company cannot attract foreign customer to 

outsource anymore. 

 

Supplier company (quality performance) 

The findings regarding product quality, workforce quality, and infrastructure quality confirm that 

the issues from these aspects will lead to higher risk for reshoring. The challenging of high labor 

turnover leads to rather low workforce quality which finally influence product quality. The 

infrastructure quality determines the producing capacity of this company, in several cases the 

output of the company cannot satisfy customers’ demand quantities. 

 

Host country 

The existing trust issues are believed stemming from the government the official inspection will 

unforeseeable interrupt production plan which makes the company unable to fulfil commitments, 

typically in time delivering.       

 

Global competitive dynamic 

Eroding comparative advantage is believed as a significant potential driver for customers moving 

their production to India from China. More resources in India plus decreasing grade of mined ore 

in China will weaken Chinese suppliers’ competitive advantage typically in this resource-based 

industry.  
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Major differences: 

Host country 

In this case, the reason that the company fails to fulfill a commitment, typically in time deliver, is 

different from literature that resulting in the firm’s performance. Instead, the interviewee 

emphasized that the company faces high interruption possibility from government department 

(Central Leading Group for Inspection Work). CLGIW has huge influence in a region, when the 

group executes inspection, all the companies within the industry are ordered to stop production. 

The inspection is totally unforeseeable that largely influences production plan.   

5.2 Cross-case analysis  

Based on our previous individual cases’ findings and analyses, a cross-case analysis is conducted to 

explore a deeper sense of the topic. Table 7 shows the agreement and disagreement on each 

reshoring drivers from each case. Simultaneously, the frequency is also included to give a clear 

picture of the reshoring influence degree from those drivers. The purpose of this section is to 

leverage those findings to a general conclusion with the implications of the findings. Hence, the 

second research question has been explicitly explained in this sector.  

5.2.1 cross-case analysis offshoring motives 

Though the primary purpose was on the reshoring research, the offshoring motivation theories 

analyses are the step stones for reshoring drivers’ knowledge. Interestingly, the findings indicate 

that all cases applied the TCE theory, and five out of six cases could follow the RBV as the supports 

for offshoring activities.  

 

More specifically, according to the RBV theory, R&D was viewed as the core competence of the 

first three case firms, particularly as a basic sustainable competence in the firms of KingClean and 

ZNH. Hence, in high-tech industries, we saw a number of foreign customers acquired the R&D 

capability by offshoring to China. Among the rest of the cases, the Anonymous Trading Company 

and the Anonymous Chemical Company attracted the foreign customers by the core competence 

of high-quality manufacturing process. And Sinoseal was the only case where the RBV theory did 

not apply. Another common finding related to the TCE theory is that all the cases pointed out the 

well-established regional industrial chain in China is the main reason that attracts international 

companies for outsourcing. This discovery has been proved by the cross-industry findings.  

 

5.2.2 cross-case analyses reshoring drivers 

After a sufficient understanding of the offshoring aims of those foreign customers, a detailed 

analysis for each driver category is placed following. A number of significant findings would be 

served. Furthermore, the commons and differences regarding the reshoring drivers between the 

western scholars and the Chinese providers are explicitly explained and basically, the second 

research question was answered here.  
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Table 7 Summary of cross-case findings 

Category Drivers Frequency 
Shenzhen 

Tronicsky 
KingClean Sinoseal ZNH Bike 

Anonymous 

trading 

company 

Anonymous 

chemical 

company 

Buyer company        

Cost-focus 

 

Labor cost 4 × √ √ √ √ × 

Transport logistics costs (include 

rising fuel price) 
2 × √ √ × × × 

Coordination costs 1 × × √ × × × 

Over-estimation of costs saving 1 × × \ \ × √ 

Disruption cost 1 × × × √ × × 

Energy cost 2 × √ √ × \ × 

Inventory holding cost 1 × × √ × × × 

Price of single unit 6 √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Raw material costs and 

availability 
5 √ √ √ × √ √ 

Competitive 

strategy 

 

“Made in XX” value 6 √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Green and sustainability 1 \ × × × √ × 

Niche 3 √ × × √ × √ 

Speed to market 2 × × × √ × √ 

Upmarket product strategy 3 √ × √ × × √ 

Supplier company        

Product quality 3 × × √ √ × √ 
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Quality 

performance 

The quality of supplier's supply 

chain performance 
2 × × √ √ × × 

Workforce quality 2 × × √ × × √ 

Process quality 1 × × × √ × × 

The quality of supplier’s 

infrastructure 
1 × × × × × √ 

The quality of supplier’s 

management 
2 × × √ √ × × 

Home country        

Specific factors of 

home country 

Automated production 2 × × × √ √ \ 

Government incentives 3 √ √ × \ √ \ 

Access to qualified personnel 2 × × √ × × √ 

Host country        

Specific factors of 

host country 

Legal and regulatory framework 2 × × √ × √ × 

Trust issues 3 √ × √ × × √ 

High employee turnover 5 √ × √ √ √ √ 

Trade policies 1 √ × × × × × 

Global        

Global competitive 

dynamics 

Eroding comparative advantages 3 \ × √ × √ √ 

Exchange rate shift 6 √ √ √ √ √ √ 

Changes in the global economy 2 × √ × × √ × 

Political risks 0 \ × × × × × 

Increased competition on 

resource assets 
2 × × × × √ √ 

Global environmental 

requirement; 
0 × × × × × × 
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Buyer company (cost-focus) 

The cross-case observation shows that “price of single unit” is the dominant driver that all 

interviewed companies believed this factor leading to reshoring. Among of them, two companies 

(Tronicsky & ZNH) pointed out the soaring price of single unit is due to customers’ home 

countries setting up exorbitant tariff rates for focal products which neutralize the offshore 

outsourcing advantages. Another two companies (Sinoseal & KingClean) confirmed that the 

customers solely focus on low prices who tend to reshoring, typically, in our case, KingClean 

rejected to cooperate with the customers who only focus on low price. Besides, the uncontrollable 

external factor such as financial crisis (2007-2008) can also lead to increasing price of single unit 

which makes customers’ reshoring (Anonymous company). 

Buyer company (Competitive strategy)  

With six hits in total, “‘made-in XX’ value” is the most significant factor in this category among 

our finding. Five companies (except KingClean) admitted that with a label of made in a western 

country could contribute to better brand imagine and product quality which is in line with Uluskan, 

Godfrey et al. (2016)’s finding. “niche” and “upmarket product strategy” are confirmed by three 

cases respectively. In our findings, the companies agreed that customers implementing niche and 

upmarket product strategies will lead them do not rely on low-cost mass production capability (the 

Chinese manufacurers’ advantage). Therefore, reshoring is more preferable selection since the 

benefits of high value-added products could offset the higher costs in home country.  

Supplier company (quality performance) 

Comparing the first two categories, the drivers regarding suppliers’ quality performance are less 

likely mentioned among our findings. The most frequent reshoring driver mentioned in this 

category is “product quality”. Both the Anonymous Chemical Company and ZNH believed that 

the product quality issue stems from insufficient quality management. Regarding the Anonymous 

Chemical company, after they implemented the new quality management system, the overall quality 

disputes decreasing significantly.  

 

By comparison, the empirical findings regarding “quality of supplier’s infrastructure” and “quality 

of supply chain performance” carefully revealed the advantages of Chinese manufacturers among 

the different industries. Four out of six companies (Tronicsky, KingClean, ZNH & The 

Anonymous Chemical Company) pointed out that they are well-integrated with the regional 

industrial chains and clusters which will lead to efficient supply chain performance. Moreover, since 

the regional industrial clusters which were effectively initiated and supported by the Chinese 

government, the infrastructures such as road and industrial parks are the advantages of Chinese 

manufacturers in the most cases.      

Home country 

Regarding “Automated production”, two out of five companies advocated it as a necessary driver 

for reshoring, and there was one more firm who had no comment on this factor. Excepting two 

companies who had no thoughts on “government incentives”; there are three out of four firms 
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believed it played a role in triggering the reshoring. About the “access to qualified personnel”, most 

of the Chinese suppliers disagreed the effects it brought to reshoring decision, except for Sinoseal 

and the anonymous chemical company. We consider that the reason for the disagreement on this 

factor among the Chinese suppliers is due to the industrial’s maturity and competition level 

differences. A more competitive and mature industrial environment could bring a higher chance 

for firm's search on the qualified personnel.  

Host country 

“High employee turnover” was a critical issue, since five out of total six cases had been affected by 

the factor at least on the orders decrease or delivery delay. After it, “trade policy” effect on 

reshoring was just mentioned by the Shenzhen Tronicsky. For the “legal and regulatory 

framework”, one company had no clue about it. And the rest of them, there were two saw the 

effects from it on reshoring. Simultaneously, half of the interviewees had the concern on the “trust 

issues” and its influence on reshoring.  

Global competitive dynamics 

Under this category, the interesting find is that all interviewed Chinese suppliers see the significant 

impacts from “exchange rate shift”. But for the “global environmental requirement”, none of them 

agrees on the reshoring induce from these two. Apart from two firms did not give the opinions on 

the “political risks”, none of the rest supported that reshoring was caused by it. Moreover, half of 

the Chinese suppliers recognized the influence from “eroding comparative advantages”. 

Furthermore, four out of six companies believed that “changes in the global economy” and 

“increased competition on resource assets” did not trigger reshoring. 

5.2.3 Implications of cross-case analysis  

Among these findings, several interviewees strengthened various aspects to improve for their 

company or the whole industry. Meaningfully, these suggestions echoed to their opinions on the 

reshoring drivers as well, and some implications based on it could be applied.  

 

From the cost-focus perspective, the “labor costs” and the “raw material costs” were the main 

drivers leading to the “higher unit costs” which was agreed by all case firms. Since these were the 

factors could not be decided by the free market economy, but only by the suppliers, thus, what the 

suppliers could apply was to provide the equal-price services. It contains the improvement on 

product quality, workforce quality, and operation management aspects from the statements from 

the interviewees.  

 

Simultaneously, this implication could also be retrieved from the reshoring drivers under the 

category of supplier’s quality since they were also the most frequently mentioned factors upon the 

reshoring drivers’ examination. Moreover, we believe that these three factors are also the solutions 

of adding the “made in China” value which is commonly believed as affected the reshoring activity. 

And another crucial method for promoting the Chinese manufacturing value was to invest more 

in the R&D field.  
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Discussing from the buyer’s strategy side, to meet the customers’ demand and to explore the 

potentials on a niche or upmarket strategy could be an alternative for some Chinese suppliers which 

is suggested by the first case electronic company. One more important and interesting 

phenomenon is that three cases input that a mindset upgrading to a long-term business relationship 

is urgent and necessary.  

 

Within the host country and home country categories, there was not too much the individual 

company could contribute since those two were on a country’s level. Even though, the authors still 

believe that if the suppliers could be committed and devoted to the factors mentioned, a more 

satisfying status on the whole society’s higher trust, low turnover, more qualified personnel could 

be achieved. 

 

Finally, the reshoring drivers on the global level, political risks and global environmental requests 

were not identified by all Chinese suppliers. A relatively stable and secure business environment 

was demonstrated in China and an over evaluated environment caring regarding the business world 

was doubted. The last factor attracted the agreement from all cases was the fluctuating exchange 

rate, and more attentions paid on this driver would benefit the suppliers for their pricing strategy.  
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6. Conclusions and suggestions for further studies  

The final chapter of this thesis presents the answers to the research purposes stated in the introduction, along with the 

theoretical contributions. Furthermore, the research limitation as well as a few suggestions for future research are 

given. 

6.1 Conclusions 

To understand the reshoring phenomenon from a different perspective, we investigated reshoring 

drivers which are based on western academic contributions and tested them from Chinese suppliers’ 

perspective (host country side). To reach our goal, extensive literature reviewed was conducted and 

17 peer-reviewed articles were selected. A framework of the reshoring drivers is proposed which 

includes five categories of reshoring factors ranging from enterprise- to global-level.  

 

The empirical findings shed lights on the general ideas from the Chinese suppliers’ side of viewing 

the reshoring drivers, therefore, our first research question, “How do the Chinese suppliers view the 

reshoring drivers which are concluded from western scholars' studies?” is answered explicitly in empirical 

findings section. The research results consisting of reflections of offshoring and reshoring as well 

as evaluation of the drivers of reshoring are clearly structured in this section.  

 

Moreover, the similarities and differences of the empirical results comparing to the findings in 

literature are presented based on both individual and cross-case analysis. The in-depth investigation 

of each case combined with the cross-case findings contribute to our research implication which 

answered our second research question. 

In conclusion, by giving the answers to the former research questions, our paper has explored the 

Chinese companies’ thoughts on the status quo of reshoring, further with the western world’s 

reshoring views. Thus, the research purpose of the paper is accomplished as well.  

6.2 Contributions 

With respect to academic contribution, we provided a revised framework with the five categories 

of reshoring drivers for investigating the reasons leading “companies” revoking the offshoring 

strategy from a suppliers’ perspective. Five dimensions consisting of “buyer”, “supplier”, “home 

country”, “host country”, and “global competitive dynamics” which is well-embedded with 33 

significant reshoring factors along with detailed descriptions was organized in the paper.  

 

Furthermore, by implementing this theoretical framework, a number of valuable insights and 

comments were acquired during the empirical finding stage which eventually contributes to the 

cross-case analysis. This could help to extend existing understanding for manufacturing reshoring 

by looking through host-country’s perspective. For the customers, referring to the framework 

could make them rethink the assessment of the reshoring and consider some alternatives besides 

of reshoring; for the suppliers, which aspects could they improve and strengthen, and over a 
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country or global level what should to pay more attentions on. Overall, the framework could help 

leverage them onto a more competitive stage.  

6.3 Limitations  

Although the research has reached its aim, there were still some certain limitations. First of all, due 

to the time and access limit, this study was only conducted within six Chinese firms. Therefore, to 

generalize our research findings should have involved more companies for investigation based on 

considering different enterprise scale and geographical location. Furthermore, an overlook of 

industrial background differences among the companies may lead to research findings without 

considering the correlations between the reasons of reshoring and the nature of the industry. 

Therefore, more companies should be selected based on different industrial background.   

6.4 Suggestions for further research  

Based on our study process and the findings of the paper, the authors recommend to undertake 

further research regarding the strategies for Chinese suppliers to prevent losing international 

customers based on in-depth understanding reshoring drivers. Since the thesis have explored the 

“why” for reshoring, so the next step is to accomplish the “how” to help the Chinese suppliers on 

a strategic level, and “what” to do on a tactical level.  

 

Moreover, due to the limitations of this research, a broad sample of companies should be 

investigated based on classifying different industrial background. We consider that the 

interconnections between the industrial groups and the reshoring drivers will contribute a deeper 

understanding of the reshoring phenomenon. We propose a quantitative research direction to 

investigate the correlations. Considering the dynamic business world and global economic 

environment, a lasting observation on the reshoring topic from Chinese suppliers’ perspective 

should receive more attention.    
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Appendices: 

Appendix 1: The definitions of the synonymous terms 

Umbrella Terms Reference Definition 

Reshoring  Arik (2013)  

 

“Re-shoring: This concept refers to the reversal of the previously 

offshored business activities. In the US context, this means the 

relocation of the business operation to the US mainly from emerging 

markets” (p. 75)  

Bailey and De 

Propris (2014)  

 

“However, in recent years offshoring has cooled and there have been 

some tentative signs of multi- national firms moving parts of their 

value chains back to their home economies” (p. 1)  

Ellram (2013)  

 

“Moving manufacturing back to the country of its parent company” 

(p. 3)  

Gylling et al. (2015)  

 

“Repatriation of activities or functions from another country to be 

carried out in-house by a company in its home country” (p. 92)  

Martinez-Mora and 

Merino (2014)  

 

“However, in more recent years, the process of offshoring 

manufacturing activities has been subject to reconsideration by some 

industry leaders, which has led to cases of bringing back operations 

to the country of origin. This process has been called insourcing, 

inshoring, reshoring or backshoring” (p. 225)  

Tate et al. (2014)  

 

“The relocation of manufacturing facilities from traditional offshore 

locations to more attractive offshore locations, or even home to the 

United States” (p. 381)  

Backshoring  Arlbjørn and 

Mikkelsen (2014)  

“Offshoring, however, refers to moving parts of the whole company 

to a foreign location while maintaining ownership. Moving 

production in the opposite direction of offshoring and outsourcing 

is termed as backshoring or insourcing. These practices do not 

necessarily imply relocating manufacturing to the country where it 

was originally offshored or outsourced, but could mean that it is 

backshored or insourced to a facility in another country owned by 

the company” (p. 60)  

Canham and 

Hamilton (2013)  

“It is converse of offshoring, viz., the subsequent decision to return 

some or all of the offshored activity to the home country, and it is 

important to understand its extent and drivers” (p. 278)  

Kinkel and Maloca 

(2009)  

“Accordingly, backshoring will be defined as re-concentration of 

parts of production from own foreign locations as well as from 

foreign suppliers to the domestic production site of the company” 

(p. 155)  

Onshoring  Kazmer (2014)  “Some manufacturers are returning part or all of their foreign 

production to domestic facilities, an action that has been termed 

onshoring” (p. 464) 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Back-reshoring Fratocchi et al. 

(2014) 

“A voluntary corporate strategy regarding the home-country’s partial 

or total relocation of (in-sourced or outsourced) production to serve 

the local, regional or global demands, making the phenomenon a 

strategic option for manufacturing in regards their international 

relocation activities” (p. 56) 

Source: Adapt from Wiesmann et al. (2017) 
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Appendix 2: Selected articles for extracting reshoring drivers and motives 

No. Selected studies by authors Research content 

1. Arlbjørn & Mikkelsen (2014) This research focuses on Danish manufacturing 

backshoring phenomenon and discusses empirical 

findings regarding motivators and barriers of using 

globalization strategy 

2. Bailey & De Propris (2014) This paper investigates the drivers of reshoring in UK 

automotive industry and find out there are several 

limits for this trend 

3. Fel & Griette (2017) By surveying 270 French companies, this study points 

out three main motivations for the companies’ 

reshoring from China 

4. Foerstl, Kirchoff & Bals (2016) This research has two main contribution: building up 

the reshoring and insourcing decision making 

framework; summarizing reshoring and insourcing 

drivers 

5. Fratocchi, Ancarani, Barbieri, Mauro, 

Nassimbeni, Sartor, Vignoli & Zanoni (2016) 

The authors extract reshoring drivers from extant 

literatures and assorts them as four main typologies of 

reshoring motivations 

6. Fratocchi, Mauro, Barbieri, Nassimbeni & 

Zanoni (2014)  

This research points out that the reversal of offshoring 

is a new phenomenon among global manufacturing 

and identifies two motivations of western companies’ 

reshoring  

7. Gray, Esenduran, Rungtusanatham & 

Skowronski (2017) 

This study focuses on medium-sized enterprises 

(SMEs) reshoring decisions and find out that reshoring 

decisions cannot be completely explained by changing 

location-related cost but they could be correction to 

offshoring decisions  

8. Kinkel (2014) This research is based on a 15-years data analysis 

regarding backshoring activities of German 

manufacturing which identifies eight reasons 

contributing to backshoring phenomenon 

9. Kinkel & Maloca (2009) This research discusses the potentials and risks 

regarding manufacturing in low-wage countries, the 

empirical findings are based on analyzing 1663 German 

manufacturing companies. 

10. Stentoft, Olhager, Heikkilä & Thoms (2016) This research systematically reviews peer-reviewed 

backshoring literatures which identifies 25 factors 

regarding backshoring decision-making 

11. Srai & Ané (2016) This research examines manufacturing reshoring from 

institution, strategic, and operations management 

perspectives; based on identifying 46 reshoring drivers 
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in literature, the research clusters these drivers as seven 

categories  

12. Sarder, Lee & Memon (2016) This research focus on textile industry and the authors 

emphasize that combining capability flexibility and 

outsourcing risks will contribute to a sustainable 

outsourcing strategies 

13. Sarder & Lee (2015) Due to complex characteristics of fast fashion 

products, along with urgent deadline and unpredictable 

demand; this complexity leads to supply chain 

disruption, the authors point out the significance of 

disruption cost 

14. Uluskan, Godfrey & Joines (2016) This research focus on US textile and appeal industry 

which analyzes how do the cost-focus and competitive 

strategies affect buyers' global supplier switching 

decision i.e. reshore and relocate 

15. Uluskan, Joines & Codfery (2016) This research focuses on US textile and apparel 

industry and the authors find out that international 

suppliers perform worse for all quality factors 

16. Wiesmann, Snoei, Hilletofth & Eriksson 

(2017) 

This research systematically reviews existing peer-

reviewed researches regarding reshoring and 

summarizes main drivers and barriers through 

classifying as five categories 

17. Zhai, Sun & Zhang (2016) This research focuses on US manufacturing 

reshoring from China and explore what are the main 

factors urging this reshoring phenomenon  
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Appendix 3: Interview request letter (Chinese & English)  

论文采访请求信 

 

尊敬的先生/小姐： 

 

我们是瑞典 Jönköping University 两名供应链管理与国际物流在读的研究生。Jönköping 

University 商学院是瑞典顶尖商学院之一。 

 

目前，我们正在进行一项论文研究，主要方向为研究西方企业外包回流的主要原因，鉴

于此前部分研究多基于西方学者及企业角度，因此我们的论文更多注重对于中国提供外

包服务的供应商的采访。于此同时，此论文也是商学院院级研究项目的一部分（学院项

目 简 介 页 面 ： ju.se/forskning/forskningsinriktningar/industriell-organisation-och- 

produktion/forskningsprojekt/reshoring-ii.html）。论文目的在于解决探究两个问题：首先，

中国供应商如何看待外国企业从中国减少订单或转移生产地的动因；其次，中国供应商

采取何种措施减少工业回流的现象。我们相信，该论文的最终成果将会对贵公司，公司

所在行业乃至中国经济发展都有积极贡献。 

 

我们知道贵公司业务中有为外国企业提供生产的丰富经验，所以非常想了解下您公司对

于『工业回流』原因的见解。 在此基础上，也想学习下贵公司对于该经济现象的回应方

式和策略。  

 

因此，我们非常希望您能够对该论文题目感兴趣并且诚挚的邀请您参与本论文的采访。

采访时长为约为 30-60 分钟，采访对象为贵公司事业发展部经理或者国际供应链、物流

部经理。在采访过程中，我们会严格遵守贵公司信息保密条款。  

 

非常感谢您宝贵时间，并真心希望贵公司可以参与到我们的论文项目中，携手为中国企

业的明天做出贡献。 

 

顺颂 

    商祺! 

 

王一婷 & 段宇遥 

导师： Leif-Magnus Jensen 

(http://ju.se/en/personinfo.html?sign=jenlei) 
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Thesis Interview Request Letter 

 

Dear Mr. or Mrs., 

 

We are two master students majoring in SCM (supply chain management) and international 

logistics from Jönköping University, Sweden (ju.se). Jönköping University is a top-ranking business 

school in Europe.  

 

Currently, we are conducting a master thesis on the topic of “Developed countries’ reshoring from 

China,” which is one component of our university’s reshoring research project 

(ju.se/forskning/forskningsinriktningar/industriell-organisation-och- 

produktion/forskningsprojekt/reshoring-ii.html). Our thesis is targeting at finding out the 

motivations for those developed countries’ firms back-sourced from China. Furthermore, what 

could our Chinese suppliers devote to prevent this phenomenon? We believe the outcome of the 

project would benefit the industry, Chinese suppliers and also China in the long term.  

 

We know your company has rich experience in the role of an outsourcing provider and we are 

interested in how your firm view the reshoring phenomenon. In addition, your further strategy for 

reacting to the phenomenon would be helpful as well. 

 

Therefore, we sincerely hope that you will be interested in the project and would like to help with 

an interview with us on the topic. The interview will be conducted through a video chat around 

30-60 minutes. Definitely, throughout our research process, we would obey the confidential rules 

from your company.  

 

Thank you very much for taking time reviewing. We sincerely hope that you could help with the 

project and very look forward to your reply. 

 

Best regards! 

 

Yiting Wang & Yuyao Duan  

 

Supervised by Leif-Magnus Jensen 

Assistant Professor in Logistics 

Jönköping International Business University 

(http://ju.se/en/personinfo.html?sign=jenlei) 
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Appendix 4: Interview Guide 

Prologue: 

1. State the thesis ethic: confidential paper; all info personalized or impersonalized; interview record; data used 

scope 

2. Introductions to the interviewers, the thesis project, and reshoring background. 

 

Thesis Purpose: 

3. We want to investigate how do the Chinese suppliers view the reshoring phenomenon? How do they 

consider the drivers/motives of the literature which are based on reshoring companies’ perspective? 

 

4. What could Chinese suppliers do to avoid losing manufacturing opportunities? 

 

Definition of reshoring:  

Reshoring is a new cross-bordered location decision which is the reversal of existing offshoring business activity that can be outsourced or 

performed by owned facilities which are abided by the organization’s strategic objectives based on limited evaluation to achieve better business 

performance. 

 

Background 

5. Could you introduce some of your professional backgrounds? What is your role in the organization? 

6. Could you please present your organization in a nutshell your main business, major foreign customers, and 

business model (ownership, profits) with them? 

Offshoring 

7. When did your company start to provide offshoring service to foreign customers? 

8. What advantages do you believe were they expecting from this offshoring? Could you list them by 

importance order? 

9. Which country was the offshored products major market? 

Reshoring 

10. How do you see the current reshoring phenomenon? 

11. Could you discuss and evaluate the reshoring drivers of the five-dimension framework we proposed (under 

attachment)? Do you have any factor want to add or emphasize in this list? 

12. Could you discuss about the reshoring situations your company has encountered? 

13. How much do you know your customers’ reshoring decision? 

14. Do you have any experience regarding your customer implementing reshoring to share? 

15. How would you consider your customer’s reshoring decision? 

16. From your point of view, what could your company do to prevent the reshoring? 

17. How did you react to the reshoring phenomenon? What is your company’s future strategy regarding the 

reshoring phenomenon? 
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Attachment: 

  

Reshoring Drivers Summary 

This framework includes five dimensions (See figure 1), consisting of Buyer Company (Chinese supplier’s foreign 

customers); Supplier (Chinese suppliers); Buyer company’s home country; Supplier’s home country (China); Global 

competitive dynamics. 

 

Note: We providing this figure aim to help you understanding the reshoring drivers’ classification structure. If this 

picture hinders your understanding, please feel free to jump and continue to read the following content. In addition, 

you can also ask for further explanation if you have any question regarding these factors. 

 

Figure a. proposed framework for reshoring drivers 
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Table a. reshoring drivers for interview  

Category Drivers Description 

Buyer company   

Drivers regarding 

cost-focus 

 

Labor costs 

 

labor cost increases rapidly in recent decade in low-cost countries; 

it can be rising in host country or decreasing in home country 

Transport logistics 

costs (include rising 

fuel price) 

 

Increasing transport and logistics costs is an important factor for 

reshoring decisions from foreign suppliers 

Coordination costs 

 

Long physical and ’mental’ distances and possible opportunistic 

behavior of supplier lead to very costly for negotiating which offsets 

the benefits of offshore outsourcing 

Over-estimation of 

costs saving 

 

Current decision techniques and models exist flawed which 

contribute to underestimated total cost 

Disruption costs Complex products characters, unpredictable demand as well as 

urgent deadline lead to high risk of supply chain disruption 

Energy costs 

 

The price of energy is increasing in the offshoring country which 

eroding cost advantage 

Inventory holding 

costs 

Offshoring strategy increases the amount of inventory which lead 

to customer 

Price of single unit The price of single unit offered by suppliers increases rapidly at 

offshoring site which leads to reshoring 

Raw material costs and 

availability 

The raw material costs increase and/or availability of raw material 

decreases 

Drivers regarding 

competitive 

strategy 

Pursuing "made-in 

home country" value 

The value of “made-in country” plays an important role for 

organizational competition 

Green and 

sustainability 

The buyer company start to focusing on its environmental 

performance as well as sustainability which cannot achieve through 

offshore outsourcing 

Niche The buyer company changes their previous strategy and starts to 

focuses on typical segment of the market for a particular kind of 

product or service 

Speed to market The buyer company want to be agile and can rapidly response to 

focal market which are impeded by offshore outsourcing strategy 

Upmarket product 

strategy 

The buyer company changes their previous product strategy and 

starts to focus on high-end market by providing premium products 

which cannot realize through offshore outsourcing 

Supplier company   

Drivers regarding 

quality issues 

Product quality 

 

The quality of product cannot satisfy customer’s demand 

(including: quality assurance; the features and characteristics of 

saleable good do not meet customers’ requirement, which including 
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provided by 

supplier 

 

high rejection rate, end-users' returns, warranty costs and incoming 

inspection cost; better quality at home country; reduced quality of 

final products) 

The quality of 

supplier's supply chain 

performance 

 

The supplier cannot satisfy customer regarding following supply 

chain criteria which have significant influences on customer’s 

business activity: 

• Fill rate 

• Delivery time 

• On-time delivery rate 

• % of perfect orders and delivery performance 

• Accurate and precise information sharing 

• Fast response to requests reduce the customer's capability to 

handle uncertainty demand 

• lead time 

• supply chain resilience 

• rising of complexity of supply chain 

Workforce quality Lower labor quality of supplier company (measured by: training 

level, skills and experience, productivity) in offshored country lead 

customer’s reshoring 

Process quality 

 

Insufficient capability of design and modify products and level of 

safety working environment 

The quality of 

supplier’s 

infrastructure 

Infrastructure at offshored site cannot efficiently support business 

activities 

The quality of 

supplier’s 

management 

The general management performance cannot meet customers’ 

expectations (measured by: overall management of supplier, 

communication and cooperation ability, documentation and self-

inspection (audit), quality management systems and practices) 

Home country   

Specific factors of 

home country 

 

Automated 

production 

New technology-oriented enablers, e.g. robots and automation 

production promote productivity and cost-saving in home country 

Government 

incentives 

Home country’s incentives may lead manufacturing moving back 

e.g. policies and initiatives for tax reduction and subsidies which will 

encourage reshoring trend 

Access to qualified 

personnel 

Home country is more capable to provide high-level, well-trained 

labors 

Host country   

Specific factors of 

host country 

 

Legal and regulatory 

framework 

Imperfect regulation framework at host country leads to reshoring 

of customer, e.g. one of the most prominent issue is weak 

protection for intellectual property rights (IPR) 

Trust issues 

 

Lacking of trust and commitment among staff or suppliers 

contributes to customer reshoring 
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High employee 

turnover 

 

High employee turnover at offshore site makes customers concern 

sustainable business environment 

Trade policies 

 

The shift of trade policies at host countries reduce the benefits for 

offshoring 

Global   

Global competitive 

dynamics 

Eroding comparative 

advantages 

The regional advantages for outsourcing are decreasing over time 

Exchange rate shift 

 

The shift of exchange rates significantly impact on foreign 

companies’ benefits 

Changes in the global 

economy 

The current economic cycle impact on global business environment 

Political risks 

 

International political issues can severely and unexpected influence 

trade flows which leading to shifts of business activities 

Increased competition 

on resource assets 

increasing presence of firms in focal low-cost country aggravate 

competition for the same, limited resources which leading to 

reshoring phenomenon 

Global environmental 

requirement 

The leading countries initiated higher requirement for carbon 

footprint which forces firms moving back to home country 
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Appendix 5: Evaluation of reshoring drivers (Shenzhen Tronicsky) 

The framework of reshoring drivers was presented in detail during the interviews, therefore, the 

descriptions were given after each driver. For providing the readers a clear picture of the interview 

results, the drivers were listed in a table form. "√" represents the driver existed in the case, "×" 

represents the driver which did not exist in the case, "\" represents the driver was not clearly 

justified by the interviewee if it exists or not.  

Categories Existence Comments 

Buyer company 

(Drivers cost-focus) 
  

Labor costs × 
These costs show a gradually increasing trend in China, but all these 

factors do not play a significant role for customer’s reshoring. The 

advantage of Shenzhen’s excellent industrial chain perfectly offsets the 

increasing costs. 

Energy costs × 

Raw material cost and 

availability 
× 

Transportation and 

logistics costs 

(including fuel cost) 

× It is not the key factor for reshoring decision. 

Coordination costs × The two factors do not exist; the customers have their resident 

representatives who are capable for accurately estimating products’ cost 

and in time coordinating. 

Over-estimation of 

cost-saving 
× 

Disruption costs × This factor has no influence to reshoring. 

Inventory costs × 
The nature of this industry demand appropriate level of inventory. This 

driver has no influence to reshoring. 

Price of single unit √ 

It exists. Customers’ home country sets up very high tariff rates for 

electronic products, which totally offsets the advantages of producing in 

China. 

(Drivers competitive 

strategy) 
  

“Made in XX” value √ 

It exists. This factor could increase customers’ purchase intention in the 

electronic industry and normally links to product images. Made-in-China 

products need to be improved regarding product images. 

Green and 

sustainability 
\ The interviewee did not provide comments regarding this factor. 

Niche √ 
These factors exist. Some customers want to focus on producing 

boutique products instead of demanding mass production capacity. 
Upmarket product 

strategy 
√ 

Speed to market × 

Instead of being a reason for reshoring, outsourcing electronic products 

in China will positively benefit customers’ speed to market. In this field, 

China is in the lead at least five years. 
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Supplier company 

(Drivers quality issues 

provided by supplier) 

  

Product quality × 

This should not be the reason for reshoring due to they have the ability 

to produce the high-end products as long as the customer would pay the 

corresponding price. 

Supply chain quality 

performance 
× 

This is an advantage of Chinese supplier since the strong supporting of 

local industrial chain, the high customer-oriented focus, and more willing 

to adapt overtime plans. 

Workforce quality × 
They are leading in this aspect, most workers have around twenty to 

thirty years’ work experience. 

The quality of 

supplier’s 

infrastructure 

× 
They have high-end and entry-level equipment, they are capable to 

effectively support different kinds of production. 

The quality of 

supplier’s 

management 

× They are leading in this industry. 

Process quality × 
Working environment maybe better in other countries, but they perform 

very well in general including overall quality, deliver time, cost. 

Home country   

Automated 

production 
× It does not exist. 

Government 

incentives 
√ It exists. Tariff Policies is the major driver for customers’ reshoring. 

Access to qualified 

personnel 
× Chinese labors are more skillful and leading in this industry. 

Host country   

Legal and regulatory 

framework 
× 

It has been a long existing issue in China, this factor should not be the 

main reason for current reshoring. It has been improved rapidly due to 

government’s effort. 

Trust issues √ 

It exists in recent two years; It can be understood from the perspective of 

government. Many commitments from previous government 

administrative department cannot be fulfilled due to the rapidly changing 

of high officials. 

High employee 

turnover 
√ 

It exists. This is due to labor wages are relatively low which influences 

delivery time and product quality. 

Trade policies √ 
It exists. This is due to the changing of tax preferential policies and less 

incentive policies for foreign investment. 

Global competitive 

dynamics 
  

Eroding comparative 

advantages 
\ The interviewee did not provide his comments regarding this factor. 
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Exchange rate shift 

 
√ 

It exists; unstable exchange rate could discourage customers to 

continuously place orders (or place large orders); this factor also makes 

the cost of purchasing becoming uncontrollable. 

Changes in the global 

economy 
× This industry is not affected by this factor. 

Political risks 

 
\ The interviewee did not provide clearly comments regarding this factor. 

Increased competition 

on resource assets 
× Resource-consuming industries are receiving less incentives from Chinese 

government. They could move to other less developing countries rather 

than reshoring. 
Global environmental 

requirement 
× 
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Appendix 6: Evaluation of reshoring drivers (KingClean) 

The framework of reshoring drivers was presented in detail during the interviews, therefore, the 

descriptions were given after each driver. For providing the readers a clear picture of the interview 

results, the drivers were listed in a table form. "√" represents the driver existed in the case, "×" 

represents the driver which did not exist in the case, "\" represents the driver was not clearly 

justified by the interviewee if it exists or not. 

Categories Existence Comments 

Buyer company 

(Drivers cost-focus) 
 

 

Labor costs 
√ 

In 2000, the labor costs were 1000 RMB per person, while at this period, 

it is at least a triple time of the price.  

Transportation and 

logistics costs 

(including fuel cost) 

√ 

Due to the increasing costs of gasoline, taxes, and tolls, the transportation 

fee is really high. The gasoline price is not affected too much by the 

international fluctuation and maintained on a high level all the time.  

Coordination costs 
× 

The continues of communication and transportation eliminates the effects 

from it. 

Over-estimation of 

cost-saving 
× 

The whole supply chain was mature and the cost for each step is defined 

already.  

Disruption costs 
× 

Usually it is a project based business. It will not affect the whole company 

location strategy.   

Energy costs 
√ 

The land costs are incredibly high and the raw material costs increased as 

well. 

Inventory costs 
× 

It is more defined as a daily operation decision, which can be a factor for 

individual order instead of whole business strategy. 

price of single unit 

√ 

The firm is more focus on the R&D element with a comparatively high 

price. The customers who are not targeting at a higher end market might 

be able to reach a common agreement with KingClean on the strategy level 

anymore, and chose other suppliers. Those solely price-oriented customers 

could be the ones reshored to the lower labor costs countries like Vietnam 

and Indonesia.    

Raw material costs and 

availability √ 

The insufficient could be a short-term issue, and happened in some special 

cases; while for the long-term, since there is no scarce material was 

assigned, so it will not be a problem. 

 (Drivers competitive 

strategy) 
 

 

“Made in XX” value 

√ 

It could be a factor but in the vacuum industry it was rare. He believed the 

brand of the products had demonstrated the quality rather than the 

manufacturing country. KingClean had never met the case like this.  

Green and 

sustainability 
× 

  

There is not additional comment on it. 

Niche  × It does not exist. 
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Speed to market 

× 

It is more related to the production plan on a daily business operation level; 

though a shorter physical distance could benefit the customers, while in 

the vacuum industry, it was not a primary drive. The vacuum industry is 

not like the mobile industry which needed a fast reaction to the end market. 

Through the talk, the one-month sea transportation time even do not have 

great affection to the customers’ decisions.  

Upmarket product 

strategy 

 
× 

They have not encountered any similar case, but according to the 

knowledge that a German brand called KÄRCHER who has no 

outsourcing production in other countries, this can be a factor for some 

customers.  

Supplier company 

(Drivers quality issues 

provided by supplier) 

 

 

Product quality 

× 

It is an element on the operational level which could affect the individual 

order and could be solved by communication, and will not level up to a 

strategic level; 

Supply chain quality 

performance 
× 

It is not a major issue, and some small issues can be solved during the 

communication. 

Workforce quality 

× 

Since around 80% vacuum products yearly are finished in China, so this 

production issue like this do not exist in China. More than that, for the 

workforce, China can be counted as the number one leading place in the 

vacuum industry.  

The quality of 

supplier’s 

infrastructure 

× 

It does not exist at all. And the vacuum manufacturers located in Suzhou 

are all in the size of more than ten thousand employees, so the basic 

production lines quality are undoubted.   

The quality of 

supplier’s management 
× 

It is not a problem at all. 

Process quality 
× 

The production processes can reach the requirements on an international 

level. 

Home country   

Automated 

production 
× 

Expect the insufficient technology to realize the whole automated 

production, for the vacuum industry, the total sale is not massive enough 

to acquire the benefits of economy of scale leveraged by investment of 

automated production lines. 

Government 

incentives 

√ 

A good example for it is that KingClean just acquired a manufacturer in an 

eastern European country to decrease the costs from the trade taxes for 

the products facing European countries. At the same time, only the last 

step of parts-assembling conducts there, is also the consideration of taxes 

difference between finished and unfinished productions.  

Access to qualified 

personnel 
× 

The production process is not high-tech related; therefore it can be 

achieved by rigid quality controlling rules and good personnel training.   

Host country   
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Legal and regulatory 

framework  
× 

The vacuum industry is not a high-tech focus industry.  

Trust issues  × Over the firms’ twenty years’ business experience, there are no trust issues.  

High employee 

turnover  

× 

The high turnover is a phenomenon and the aging workers is an obvious 

trend. The rapid growing economy in China make the production workers 

in some cities for instance Suzhou, with a monthly 3000 RMB earning still 

face with high living pressures; While the turnover of basic assembling 

workers has little influence for the whole company. For those core 

management and technology staff in the organization, their turnover rate 

is quite low.  

Trade policies  × No changes are observed regarding this factor. 

Global competitive 

dynamics 
 

 

Eroding comparative 

advantages 
× 

The Chinese vacuum manufacturers are maintaining their leading position 

recent years.  

Exchange rate shift √ It is a strong factor particularly for those price-sensitive customers.  

Changes in the global 

economy 
√ 

This is the climate change around the world, which is more related to the 

decrease of order number worldly rather than reshoring.   

Political risks 

  
× 

There is no influence in the vacuum industry. But for the whole 

manufacturing industry, the recent news about the “THAAD” (Terminal 

High Altitude Area Defense) may affect the Korean firms to move their 

production lines from China.  

Increased competition 

on resource assets 
× 

In the vacuum industry, till now, there is no insufficient resources 

observed.  

Global environmental 

requirement 
× 

This factor has not been observed. 
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Appendix 7: Evaluation of reshoring drivers (Sinoseal) 

The framework of reshoring drivers was presented in detail during the interviews, therefore, the 

descriptions were given after each driver. For providing the readers a clear picture of the interview 

results, the drivers were listed in a table form. "√" represents the driver existed in the case, "×" 

represents the driver which did not exist in the case, "\" represents the driver was not clearly 

justified by the interviewee if it exists or not. 

Categories Existence Comments 

Buyer company 

(Drivers cost-focus) 
 

 

Labor costs 
√ 

It is a main factor related to reshoring.  

Transportation and 

logistics costs 

(including fuel cost) 
√ 

Exists, but not the main reason; The balance between the costs, stock, and 

transportation costs should be controlled by the customers; The 

transportation fee changes seasonal, based on if it is during the slack season 

or the peak season.  

Coordination costs 

√ 

Particular about the customized model, sometimes the work habits 

between the culture differences could cause the loss of the supplier- 

different standards between the customers and producers, especially some 

productions which are outsourced to other smaller and more professional 

firms to achieve the scale economy.  

Over-estimation of 

cost-saving 
\ 

The interviewee has not been through any similar case yet. 

Disruption costs 
× 

Usually, it is a project-based business. The price of the contract includes 

the production mold yet. 

Energy costs 

√ 

For instance, the electricity price is quite high. Though the wind power 

facility is set up, while the extra costs paid for the government steer to the 

usage of coal power was more frequently. Due to the environment 

pollution caused by coal power, the power outage sometimes happens if 

the environmental relative bureau is about to check. 

Inventory costs √ It exists (without further explanation). 

Raw material costs and 

availability 
√ 

The raw materials are regular ones. 

Price of single unit 

√ 

Their stereotype is that the Chinese products were cheap and will never 

change; The increasing material price make the customer cannot accept the 

quoted price; Partially the customers from the North American and India 

are price-sensitive.   

(Drivers competitive 

strategy) 
 

 

“Made in XX” value 
√ 

This steers to that some of the Chinese products even with high quality but 

cannot sell a premium price on the market. At the same time, referring to 
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some consuming goods, the Chinese suppliers are able to provide qualified 

products if the customers can afford the price. “You got what you pay for.” 

Green and 

sustainability 
× 

It does not exist, and there is no replacement of the original materials in 

this industry. 

Niche  

× 

It does not exist; but considering the premium quality, Taiwan province’s 

products are better due to their advanced stage of manufacture. So, they 

already have almost all molds for the required products.  

Speed to market 
× 

It does not exist; The new products are rare in this industry, mostly were 

the customized products.   

Upmarket product 

strategy 
√ 

It exists. 

Supplier company 

(Drivers quality issues 

provided by supplier) 

 

 

Product quality 

√ 

It does exist, but the products quality should be improved. Self-production 

is very well controlled, but the other outsourced products qualities are not 

one hundred percent promised. 

Supply chain quality 

performance 
√ 

Particularly the items outsourced to the small manufacturer sometimes 

needs extra time for finding out the molds or machine maintenance which 

cause a longer lead time. While the molds are bought by the customers, so 

this will not affect them to drop down the orders directly, but it is a fuse.  

Workforce quality 
√ 

High turnover of workers may direct to the delivery delay and sometimes 

also the unstable quality of the finished products.  

The quality of 

supplier’s 

infrastructure 

× 

It does not exist; they only concern on the final products' on-time delivery.  

The quality of 

supplier’s management 
√ 

It exists not only the foreign customers, but this rule also plays everywhere. 

Process quality 
× 

It is not a case. For instance, Foxconn is a good example for the excellent 

process quality.  

Home country   

Automated 

production 
× 

This factor does not exist in this industry. 

Government 

incentives 
× 

 It does not exist. 

Access to qualified 

personnel 
√ 

Some customers have asked to bring back the molds made in China and 

start to produce the items by themselves.  

Host country   

Legal and regulatory 

framework  
√ 

This is an issue. For instance, a German product manufactured in China 

and the second year, exactly the same product could be found on the 

Chinese market. Then the customer decided not to produce in China 

anymore.  
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Trust issues  √ It is similar to the legal regulation issue. 

High employee 

turnover  
√ 

The high turnover affects the product quality and delivery time.  

Trade policies  

× 

The Chinese trade policies for the foreign companies do not change too 

much, but the anti-dumping act from the EU suppresses the Chinese 

exports to some degree.  

Global competitive 

dynamics 
 

 

Eroding comparative 

advantages 
√ 

This factor exists. 

Exchange rate shift 
√ 

It lives a bit, but the quoted price will fluctuate based on the exchange rate 

as well.  

Changes in the global 

economy 
× 

This is the whole climate which changes the whole orders around the entire 

world instead of reshoring decision  

Political risks 

  
× 

It has no influence. For instance, the new president of the U.S. does not 

pull down the orders from the U.S. customers, on the contrary, the order 

number from them increases because of the economy of the U.S. is getting 

better recently. 

Increased competition 

on resource assets × 

Most clients are global sourcing, for example, there is a customer the same 

products with different colors are purchased from various countries with 

no reveled reason 

Global environmental 

requirement 
× 

They do not care too much about the factor.  
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Appendix 8: Evaluation of reshoring drivers (ZNH Bike) 

The framework of reshoring drivers was presented in detail during the interviews, therefore, the 

descriptions were given after each driver. For providing the readers a clear picture of the interview 

results, the drivers were listed in a table form. "√" represents the driver existed in the case, "×" 

represents the driver which did not exist in the case, "\" represents the driver was not clearly 

justified by the interviewee if it exists or not. 

Categories Existence Comments 

Buyer company 

(Drivers cost-focus) 
 

 

Labor costs 
√ 

Increasing labor cost weaken the competitive advantage of Chinese 

manufacturers. The bicycle industry is still a labor-intensive industry. 

Transportation and 

logistics costs 

(including fuel cost) 

× 

These costs show a very stable manner since the constant development of 

public infrastructure and increasing competition among the service 

providers. 

Coordination costs 
× 

It has no influence. 

Over-estimation of 

cost-saving 
\ 

The interviewee has no idea this factor. 

Disruption costs 

√ 

It exists. European customers may choose to nearshore their production 

to east European due to the local manufacturers are more capable to handle 

complicated products and shorter geographical distance. 

Energy cost × It has no influence. 

Inventory costs × It has no influence. 

Raw material costs and 

availability 
× 

It has no influence; the prices of steel and aluminum are very stable in 

China. 

Price of single unit 

√ 

It exists. This is a major driver for reshoring. The price pressure is derived 

from high tariffs rates of customers’ home countries. Many manufacturers 

have nearshored their outsourcing to Eastern Europe e.g. Poland and 

Romania with an advantage of “zero” tariff for completed bicycles or 

moved to Cambodia and Vietnam due to both cheap labors (30% of 

Chinese labors) and no tariff on completed bicycles. 

(Drivers competitive 

strategy) 
 

 

“Made in XX” value 

√ 

It exists among the extremely high-end German and Italian brands but they 

only account for around 10% market share, beyond that, other bicycles are 

mainly produced in China and Taiwan. 

Green and 

sustainability × 

China has improved significantly in this respect, which is mainly due to that 

the government stresses on sustainable development and takes more 

responsibility.  

Niche  
√ 

It exists. This factor impacts on the current demands of foreign customers 

which shows an increasing trend of diversified low-volume orders. 
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Speed to market 

√ 

It exists. This factor affects the interviewee’s company. Some customers 

have nearshored their producing in eastern European countries like 

Romania where includes several advantages including similar labor costs as 

China, without anti-dumping protection, and shorter delivering time (for 

European customers).  

Upmarket product 

strategy × 

Most high-end bicycles are current produced in China and Taiwan, while 

only extremely high-end bicycles are made in Italy and Germany but they 

won’t offshore. 

Supplier company 

(Drivers quality issues 

provided by supplier) 

 

 

Product quality √ These factors exist. European manufacturers do have advantages 

concerning quality control, production process and general management 

which lead to higher production efficiency than Chinese suppliers. 

The quality of 

supplier’s management 
√ 

Process quality √ 

Supply chain quality 

performance 
√ 

Supply chain in their home countries has advantages, typically the 

European and US customers, this could be a factor, but bicycle industry 

prefers labor-intensive and tend to move low cost region without trade 

barriers.  

Workforce quality × Both factors are the advantages of Chinese suppliers instead of being 

reshoring drivers. 

 

Process quality 
× 

Home country   

Automated 

production 

√ 

It exists. Higher level of automated production in buyer’s home country 

can be a reshoring factor but the processes which can be implemented high 

automatic production equipment are limited. The reason is that the current 

market demands prefer to customization namely based on small quantities 

with diversified features. By comparison, automated production is more 

suitable for homogeneous mass production, therefore this factor does not 

have significant influence on ZNH.  

Government 

incentives 
\ 

The respondent has no idea with this factor. 

Access to qualified 

personnel 
× 

The quality of Chinese labors has improved rapidly in these years and this 

should not be the main issue for reshoring. 

Host country   

Legal and regulatory 

framework 
× 

Law protection, typically IPR, has been improved significantly in China in 

recent years.  

Trust issues × Trust and commitment issues are not obvious. 

High employee 

turnover 
√ 

It exists. This is a current phenomenon in China. This factor has a relatively 

large influence on interviewee’s company. Due to labors lack of loyalty to 

the company, high turnover of workforce leads to quality and efficiency 

issues. Furthermore, in order to retain experienced workers, the increasing 
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salaries contribute to higher cost which reduce the products’ cost 

performance. 

Trade policies × Trade policies has not changed too much. 

Global competitive 

dynamics 
 

 

Eroding comparative 

advantages 
× 

It has no influence. 

Exchange rate shift 

 
√ 

It exists. Shifting of exchange rate could weaken the cost advantage of 

Chinese manufacturers which will lead to customers’ reshoring. 

Changes in the global 

economy 
× 

It is not obvious. 

Political risks 

 
× 

This industry is not affected by this factor. 

Increased competition 

on resource assets 
× 

It is not obvious in this industry. 

Global environmental 

requirement 
× 

This factor does not exist. 
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Appendix 9: Evaluation of reshoring drivers (Anonymous Trading Company) 

The framework of reshoring drivers was presented in detail during the interviews, therefore, the 

descriptions were given after each driver. For providing the readers a clear picture of the interview 

results, the drivers were listed in a table form. "√" represents the driver existed in the case, "×" 

represents the driver which did not exist in the case, "\" represents the driver was not clearly 

justified by the interviewee if it exists or not. 

Categories Existence Comments 

Buyer company 

(Drivers cost-focus) 
 

 

Labor costs 

√ 

The incremental increasing salary particular in the labor-intense industry 

affects the reshoring heavily; The sound legal systems in the labor field 

protects the employees with a higher wage and better working conditions 

also gained the final labor costs.  

Transportation and 

logistics costs 

(including fuel cost) 

× 

It increases, but has little influence on the reshoring decision, since this 

indicator is not counted too much of the total costs in this industry. 

Coordination costs × This factor has no influence. 

Over-estimation of 

cost-saving 
× 

For this small-scale industry, it is not considered too much.   

Disruption costs 

× 

Most orders re project-based; the earnings are based on the pieces of 

finished items amounts. And the costs for the models have been paid by 

the customer, thus, there are no pressures for the suppliers on the 

disruption of the production.   

Energy costs \ This factor is not mentioned during the interview. 

Inventory costs 

× 

Because its business model is project-based and no inventories are needed. 

The only stocks are based on the customers’ order. Only a few samples of 

the products are kept in stock in Canada to support sales.  

Raw material costs and 

availability 

√ 

This factor is severe and obvious. Since last November, the raw materials 

prices increase crazily, around 50-70% which can due to the coming Spring 

Festival- the peak of the orders of a whole year; Some suppliers mat even 

drop off the orders if they do not own enough raw materials in stock. 

Otherwise, they cannot even face a loss after finishing the orders. For 

instance, the insufficient packages on the market could be a factor.  

Price of single unit 

√ 

If the suppliers suddenly increase the single unit price even after the sample 

agreement stage, they may still give up the cooperation and look for 

another provider, but the shift is just among the suppliers in mainland 

China.  

(Drivers competitive 

strategy) 
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“Made in XX” value 

√ 

But it is not the reason for customer moving to Southeast Asia’s suppliers. 

And in this labor-intensive industry, the customers will not move to any 

developed countries. It is also the reason the interviewed firm insisted 

outsourcing the printing process in HK instead of mainland China. And 

on the label, the products are printed as “distributed in HK”. About how 

much degree the factor affected on the reshoring decision, she mentioned: 

“It depends on the price and marketing position for the product.” 

Green and 

sustainability 

√ 

The European countries’ customers pay more attentions on the suppliers’ 

qualifications throughout the whole business activity regarding the 

environment effects. For instance: a primary customer from German, they 

asked each producing involver to obey the FIC regulations strictly. By 

doing this, from the materials purchasing, manufacturing, to trading 

company, any role involved in the business process was qualified by 

owning a FIC certification. And then the end customer can trace where the 

paper originally came from and the participants for making the puzzle 

products. But compared to Southeast Asia suppliers, China has a better 

foundation for fulfilling the required qualification considering the 

environmental factor out of the 30-40 years’ exporting experience.    

Niche  

× 

The visual 3D serious products are niche already a niche product line 

because they have the same pattern and design products just without the 

visual 3D cover. For the peer companies, they have not heard of that.  

Speed to market 

× 

It is not normal to hear any customers reshoring back to the U.S. or the 

European nations, because of the labor-intensive industry nature. And the 

benefits for them achieved can not be leveraged by the relocation costs.  

Upmarket product 

strategy 
× 

The visual 3D products are already the high-end ones in the similar 

products market.  

Supplier company 

(Drivers quality issues 

provided by supplier) 

 

 

Product quality 
× 

It could be a unique single case, but there are always backup or alternative 

suppliers with satisfied performance. 

Supply chain quality 

performance 
× 

The Chinese suppliers can provide satisfied service if the requisitions from 

the customers are reasonable.  

Workforce quality × There is not too much influence from it. 

The quality of 

supplier’s 

infrastructure 

× 

The interrelated industries are mature and profound.  

The quality of 

supplier’s management 
× 

This factor could be improved but will not be a factor infecting reshoring. 

Process quality × It could be improved but would not be a factor affecting reshoring. 

Home country   
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Automated 

production 
√ 

This could happen in some high-tech requited industries, but not in the toy 

industry. 

Government 

incentives 

√ 

It is an apparent drive. Some Southeast Asia countries releases some 

exclusive preference policies and become more attractive for some foreign 

customers. And this is the strategy that China applied twenty years ago; 

While for the developed countries, the interviewee does not think any 

country ever tried to attract the toy companies back home. Because firstly, 

the toy industry is not a high-tech or high gross product industry which 

would be a vital economic lifeline for the country. Usually, the automobile 

industry or aerospace manufacturing sector could be the primary targets 

for the governmental incentive policies. Besides of that, most companies 

in the commodity industry are small or medium size ones. The situation of 

lacking leading company with high total value in the industry also increases 

the outcome uncertainty of the government policy.  

Access to qualified 

personnel 

× 

Owing to the long-term role of being a world manufacturing, China is 

equipped with rich experience in manufacturing and was good at dealing 

with ad-hoc business situations compared to Southeast Asia; And she 

believes that in the labor-intensive industry, the Chinese labor has better 

performance than the western world’s.  

Host country   

Legal and regulatory 

framework  
√ 

The main selling points for the HK company are the license-based design 

and the exquisite quality. Though the IPR regulations in China recently 

years have been improved a lot, while the dealers from mainland China 

could rarely bear the risks of products copy from other small factories.  

Trust issues  

× 

Because for the execution of the production flow, most of the work is done 

by Chinese employees. But for entering the Chinese sales market, the 

customers are in a lack of confidence.  

High employee 

turnover  
√ 

It is a significant drive caused the reshoring. The Spring festival period is a 

typical and peak time for the lack of employees, which might delay the 

delivery of goods; furthermore, the newcomers are not fully trained with 

sufficient skills to promise the productivity.  

Trade policies  

× 

On the opposite of driving the foreign customers away, to a lot of clients 

and suppliers, the 5%-8% export tariff rebate is still an appealing point to 

set the orders in China.  

Global competitive 

dynamics 
 

 

Eroding comparative 

advantages 
√ 

The global market is a big cake, and the labor-intensive industry is easy to 

copy. Therefore, a certain number of medium to small size manufacturers 

sitting in Jiangsu and Zhejiang provinces collapsed during the last decade, 

particularly after the global financial crisis of 2008. 

Exchange rate shift 
√ 

An important factor of reshoring phenomenon. However, the project-

based business nature usually causes the decrease of the orders instead of 
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entire business reshoring. A Brazil customer is ever affected by the 

exchange rate. During the two to three months’ sea shipment, the costs of 

the goods increases just out of the exchange rate. Thus, the customer may 

face with a loss lost confidence in placing orders during that time.  

Changes in the global 

economy √ 

If the overall orders of the whole market decrease, the customers are more 

price-sensitive. In that case, the customers may move their manufacturing 

out of China to acquire the costs saving in a long-term.  

Political risks 

  
× 

They have not confronted any cases out of this reason yet. Specifically, 

talking about the new president the U.S. and the de-globalization view 

Trump advocated, the interviewee believed that “It was more likely to be 

a psychological effect.” 

Increased competition 

on resource assets 

√ 

Increased competition for resource has driven the raw materials’ price to 

an upper level and caused the reshoring; Additionally, the export quota and 

the limited amount of some rare materials is another reason. Moreover, the 

global sourcing strategy which enables the customers to compare the pros 

and cons for each country’s resources, also accelerates the trend.  

Global environmental 

requirement 

× 

Though in the toy industry, no customers move back out of the carbon 

footprint affecting. While the Chinese government is upgrading the 

emission standards in some trade cause high pollution, e.g. printing 

industry, which may shuttle down the collapses of some small factories 

who could hardly reach the criterions. And a new round reforming of the 

sector is on the way.   
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Appendix 10: Evaluation of reshoring drivers (Anonymous Chemical Company) 

The framework of reshoring drivers was presented in detail during the interviews, therefore, the 

descriptions were given after each driver. For providing the readers a clear picture of the interview 

results, the drivers were listed in a table form. "√" represents the driver existed in the case, "×" 

represents the driver which did not exist in the case, "\" represents the driver was not clearly 

justified by the interviewee if it exists or not. 

Categories Existence Comments 

Buyer company 

(Drivers cost-focus) 
 

 

Labor costs 
× 

Labor cost shows a gradually increasing manner but it is not enough to cause 

reshoring. 

Transportation and 

logistics costs 

(including fuel cost) 

× 

These costs often fluctuate due to the changes of international oil price, 

which is not enough to influence reshoring. 

Coordination costs 
× 

This driver does not exist. The coordination cost is not significant in their 

business. 

Over-estimation of 

cost-saving √ 

It exists. However, this is a resource-based industry which demands a 

complete supply chain to provide raw material. Also, reshoring will face 

strict regulations which will lead to high production cost. 

Disruption costs × This driver has no influence. 

Energy costs 
× 

(Coal) This factor fluctuates with different seasons but has no influence on 

reshoring. 

Inventory costs 

× 

The nature of this industry demand certain level of inventory (sufficiently 

supporting at least two months’ production) to react unexpected situations. 

This driver cannot be seen as reshoring drivers. 

Raw material costs and 

availability 
√ 

These factors exist. Between 2007 and 2008, the shortage of raw material 

lead to soaring price of single unit. 

Price of single unit √ 

(Drivers competitive 

strategy) 
 

 

“Made in XX” value 
√ 

It exists. e.g. Made in Nordic countries means the products having high level 

certification in chemical industry. 

Green and 

sustainability 
× 

Few foreign customers would care about this factor. 

Niche √ These factors exist. The customer focuses on high value-added products. 

Upmarket product 

strategy  
√ 

Speed to market 

√ 

It exists. The customers only reshore individual orders due to they cannot 

meet delivery time in short period, however, the long-term relationship is 

still maintained. 
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Supplier company 

(Drivers quality issues 

provided by supplier) 

 

 

Product quality 

√ 

It exists. Quality disputes happened very often in the early time，however, 

the company used positive attitude to deal with customers’ complains and 

implement strict management system which have reduced 80% disputes and 

kept most customers. 

 

Supply chain quality 

performance 
× 

It does not exist.  

 

Workforce quality 
√ 

It exists. High turnover of workers lead to non-proficient workers. This will 

eventually influence the quality of products. 

The quality of 

supplier’s 

infrastructure 

√ 

It exists. Customers could temporarily reshore individual orders due to 

limited production capacity. 

The quality of 

supplier’s management 
× 

The company does very well. 

Process quality × The company does very well. 

Home country   

Automated 

production 
\ 

The interviewee did not provide comments regarding this factor. 

Government 

incentives 
\ 

The respondent has no idea with this factor. 

Access to qualified 

personnel 
√ 

It exists. The chemical products are normally divided as Industrial-, 

agricultural-, feed-, food-, pharmaceutical-categories, while the customers 

could reshore food- and pharmaceutical-level due to the demanding for 

higher skilled employees. 

Host country   

Legal and regulatory 

framework 
× 

It has no influences on reshoring. 

Trust issues 

√ 

It exists. Trust and commitment issues in respect of in time delivering mainly 

result from Chinese government, the Central Leading Group for Inspection 

Work (a government depart) could shut down several industries in a region 

temporarily for environmental issues.  

High employee 

turnover 
√ 

It exists. This lead to unskillful labors and unstable product quality. 

Trade policies × Little changes exist in trade policies. 

Global competitive 

dynamics 
 

 

Eroding comparative 

advantages √ 

It exists. India is a competitive country in respect of producing manganese 

sulfate since it has more manganese resources and is closer to Europe. This 

makes some European companies outsource production in India. However, 
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this driver is also offset by final products’ quality, many European 

companies are still willing to choose Chinese suppliers due to Indian 

products cannot meet customer’s requirement. 

Exchange rate shift 

 √ 

It exists. The exchange rates of customers’ home country have significant 

impact on reshoring, this leads their company lost many South American 

customers. 

Changes in the global 

economy 
× 

This industry is not affected by this factor. 

Political risks 

 
× 

It has no influence.  

Increased competition 

on resource assets √ 

It exists. firstly, the grade of manganese ore is decreasing in China; secondly, 

more and more customers outsource in China. Some European companies 

has begun to outsource in India. 

Global environmental 

requirement × 

The American customers are less focusing on carbon emission issues. By 

comparison, even European customers emphasize environmental 

performance of their suppliers, this cannot be the reason for reshoring.  
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